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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTLON 

Bver since textual critics could exartine the latest discovery of 

ew Testament manuscripts reported in 1950, the Ghester-Peatty papyri 

intrigued them like a child with a new toy. The high quality of the text 

. Of the Pauline codex, called P)\6, was immediately apparent, and critics 

began to wonder how much of the “established” Greek text would need ree 

vision in the light of thie wonderful discovery. This thesis is an 

evaluation of a limited number of the variant readings in that important 

MANUICLIipPte 

The present evaluation has a threefold aim: (a) to evaluate those 

unadopted readings of PlG cited in the critical apparatus of the "Hestle” 

text in order to evaluate that text in the light of the papyrus witness; 

{b) to draw significant conclusions (as far as possible with this limited 

selection) on the basis of textual associations with the papyrus witness: 

{c) to compare the treatzent of the P6 witness in the Revised Standard 

Version translation. 

In carrying out tho first purpose, the twenty-first edition of the 

popular Greek text edited by Fherhard Nestle has been used. Although 

many varlants in the papyrus are not cited in Nestle's apparatus, sur= 

ficlent varlants of a more significant nature are included to make an 

  

Ithe Holy Bible, Revised Standard Version (New Yori: Thomas Nelson 
and Sons, )- Hereafter this is referred to as RSV. q 

“pperhard Nestle, Novum Testamentun Graece (Fditio vicesima prima; 
Stuttgart: Privilegierte Wuerttembergieche Bibelanstalt, 1952).
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evaluation possible. Only in the last chapter has the textual rapro- 

duction of Sanders? been consistently consulted whenever possibis. In 

other chapters this has beon done only occasicnally. 

Ons hundred nd thirty one variants have been evaluated. ‘These 

represent the total number of those unadopted readings for which the 

testimony of the papyrus is cited in the Nestle apparatus for Galatians, 

Ephesians, Philippians, Colessians, and I Thessalonians. The latter 

epistie was found to be fragmentary in the papyrus and only once did 

Nestle's critical apparatus for this letter cite the witness of the 

papyrus (chap. 5:27). Since this variant is read by the Nestle text, 

no further readings from this letter are evaluated. 

Because the scope of this project dees not inelude an evaluation 

of all. the variant readings supported by PG, no definitive conclusions 

ou the quality of the papyrus cm ba drawnie Nor wuld it be wise to 

base such conclusions on a critical apparatus. That purpose would de- 

mand a study of the papyrus itself or a reproduction thereof. But 

the one hundred and thirty-one variants represent The; pex cent of the 

total. number of citations (176) in the critical apparatus. The remaining 

forty-five readings which appear in the Nestle text, though not evaluated, 

have been used atatisticeally, and some possible conclusions or evident 

tendencies have been noted on this basis at the end of each chapter. 

in order te determine any nossible conclusions conserning the 

manuseript affiliations of the papyrus text, the three major uncials 

{B, Aleph, D) have been grouped in the seven different coxbinations 

  

Aienry Ae Sanders, A Third Century Papyrus Codex of the Epistles of 
Paul. (Ann Arbor: University of gan Press,  
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possible. Hence variants have bsen grouped according to the common 

manuscript support; of these three uncials-=plus the papyrus testimony. 

A final chapter treats these readings of PG to which none of these 

threa add their suppert. The cight different groupings of variants to 

which tho papyrus adds its testimony ars treated in the following orders 

(2) B=, = Bs (2)s% = Bs (3) B= Ds (h)s¥- Ds (5) Bs (6)Nz (7) Ds 

(8) P46 alene. Since this prosedure allows a progressive verse by 

Verse treatment from the beginning of Galatians ts the end of Colossians 

only within the limits of each chapter, every variant is referred to by 

ite designated number. 

The evaluation of each individual reading is coneluded by a reference 

to ite treatmuant in the RSY. It is not always possible to asseci.ate 

an Faglish translation with certainty to either variant. To do justice 

to tho puxeese stated above, only those tranclations which admit of 

guite certain assceLation have been considered valid subjects for 

conslugions. Furbhor doubtful associations have been parsnthetically 

notade 

411 evaluations have been checked with the translation and remarks 

of the modern capable exegetes in the Noues Testament Deutsch comantezy./t 

Any differences of opinion or significmt translations have been noted. 

In addition to this many individual variants have teen frequently dis- 

cussed in the light of specific evidence gathered from textual-critical 

WELTLNES » 

  

be, We Payer and Others, Das Neue Testanent Neutsch: Dio ficsinerean 
Eriefe des Apostels Paulus (Goettingen: Verlag von bandenhosck 
Ruprecht, 1385) > Vole Wille Hereafter this is referred to as NT.   

  

 



  

CHAPTER IE 

A GESCRIFTION OF THE CHESTTR<BEATTY PAPYNE 

tthe Zorytunes of this HS. are an illustraticn of the chances of 

discovery" writes Frederic CG. Kenyon,= who announced the find of Fapyrus 

4x6 in the London "Pines" of Novenber 19, 1931, with a short article.” 

fhe intriguing story begins in the Spring of 1930.3 Dr. Carl 

Schmidt, a Gemmen manuseript critic, foumd scattered among the dealars 

of Gaire portions cf what was to be hailed as the greatest find "sines 

that of the Sinsitieus™! (2899) or "since the first publication of the 

Codex Vaticanus"> (1867). Schmidt ascertained that they had come fron 

the Payum, east of the Wiie,° when he found that more of the some leaves 

were offered there and that a let had been purchased Later that year 

by Mex. Ae Chester-Bealty, the American menuseript collector, resident in 

London. Bus the exact source of the find is wiimowm, aid might well 

remain 80, Since the Egyptian daalera made a typical refusal to divulge 

  

“Pp. Ge Kenyon, The Bible and Modern Scholarship (London: John 
Murray, 1949), pe 126. 

2carl Schmidt, "Die Neuesten Biblefunde aus Aegypten," Zeitschrift 
fiir die Neu-Tostamentliche Wissenschaft, XXX (1931), 285-93. Hereafter 
this periodical wid be referred to as ZNTW. 

3rhides De 286. 

“P. G. Kenyon, The Text of the Greek Bible (London: Duckvorth, 
1943)5 Pe 730 

S34 esopp and Silva Lake, "Some Recent Discoveries," Religion in 

Life, V (January, 1936), 90. 

“Oscar Paret, Die Bibel: Ihre Ueberlieferung in Druck wel Schrift 
(Stuttgart: Privlleg. Wirtt. Hibelsnstalt, 1550), De 5a. 
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any such lnowledge.? Schmidt suggests the, source as "probably Alame « « « 

near the ancient Aphroditopolis .- . « probably worn cut and discarded 

fragments, “hich were not destroyed because they wers sacred.” This 

v6gion lies about 100 loa. south of Cairo, thirty miles north of Memphis. 

Sanders states, "ae currently gossiped in Egypt, the papyri were found 

in s Coptic gravayard . e . Of Some e e e monastery . . « buried with 

a dignitary of the monastery," after being pleced into jars in the 

Oriental fashion.29 But Dotschtt= challenges any reference to a monastery 

at this time and suggests they were used as 2a chureh lectionary or cane 

from a scholar's library. Others suggest they were found beneath ths 

ruine of a Christian church?” and that they represent the Mbrary of the 

church or the monastery or of the Gommnmikty en In any case, the sends of 

Egypt alone affer the conditions necessary for the survival of psvyri. 

and it was in the Fayum district that previous finds had diso besn made.24 

A part of the sleven cedices was purchased by Mr. Reatty in 1930 and 

1951, and in the Winter of the foliawing year another portion wes obtained 

  

‘Schmidt, op. cite, pe 292. 

Souoted by Take, op. chte, pe 89 
FHenry A. Senders, A Third Century Pa Codex of the Epistles 

of Paul (ann Arbor: University of Michigan Pres; 1935), pe Use 

ilce, the description by Oscar Paret, op. cite, pe 52. 

lz, von Dobschitts, "Zur Taste der Neu-testamontlichen Handsehriften,” 
ZUTW, XXXII (1933), 186. 

1 kenyon, Tae Text of the Gresk Bible, pe 39. 

ioprederic Kenyon, The Bible snd Archaeology (New Yorke Harper and 
Brothers, 190); pe 226.7 ° 

Uirpid., Be 20). 
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from Egyptian dealers .”9 Most of the codices belong to hin, while the | 

University of Michigan, Mir. John Seheide, and the Michigan Library at 

Vienna own the rest.+° They weve mounted under glass for study by Dr. 

fbscher of Box vlin,=? and the work of editing them was done by Kenyon 

in 293), 28 He Ae Sanders in 1935,*7 and the finel "cemlete" edition 

by Kenyon in 1936.9 "They rest in cur hands today as a new instrument 

the Uike cf which ne generation of oritics has known. . - e epie making 

though they may be, they still lis unassimilated "22 

This "epic making” nature of the Cheater-Reathy papyri is essen- 

tially an implication dram from their almost uibelicvably early datir 

Clark summarises: “fhe Beatty papyri have been dated by Smdors after 

2503 by Kenyon, before 2503 by Wilken, ca. 200; by Gerstinger, befors 

200."22 put thie is almost too genaral a statement since the different 

eodices have been variously dated. Of the codex containing the Paulina 

corcus, designated P’6 by von Debschitts, Kenyon remarks, "Ulrich Wilken, 

the most experienced living papyrelogist, would on palaeographical 

“2   ee 

iSeenders, Ode Cites Pe le 

U6xeryon, The Bible and Archaeology, p. 222. 

Tp Frederic Kenyon, The Chestor Beatty abe = 3 Deseriptions 
aad Texts of Twelve Manuscripts on tapes oF Ee Bibie ee 
fmery Walker Ltd.e, 1953), rasciculus > 

oad. 
Feendera 9 Ope Gite 

20xenyons The Chester Beatty Biblical Papyri, Fasciculus III Sup- 
plement, Vil. 

é. farrill M. Parvis and Allen P. Wikgren, editors, Now Testament 
Manusevipt Studies (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, L950), De 

e2t hides Pe 175, note 1. 
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gromds pus this HS. quite at the beginning of the century, or perhaps 

even in the second, about A.D. 200."°3 Tietsmann concurs in this,? 

Grant says "not later than 250 A.D. ned and Zuntz says it “may even 

reach bads into the second eontury.26 Sanders romarked, "T would esree 

[with Kenyon | that tho manuserips (hand) belongs to the third century, 

but I would hesitate to put emphasis on tho first half of the century."27 

Kenyon, after further consideration, claimed a “due reserve” in offering 

again his estimates of the several codices: "he thres 1.7. MSS. may all 

be assigned with confidence to the third conturys the Pauline NS. to the 

very beginning of it, the Gospels and Acts to the first half of it 9 the 

Apocalypse perhaps to the second half."28 And of the Old Testament MSS. 

he says, "The earliest MS. is of the first half of the second century end 

the latest not Later than the fourth. But most are third century."2? 

This means that the Pauline codex is the “oldest and most valuable"30 of 

  

23P. Ge Kenyon, "Review of Sanders? 'A Third Century Papyrus Codex 
of “ Epistles of Pavl,** Amaricen Journal of Philology, LVIi (January, 
193: a 926 

2htiens TLetzmenn, Zur tWuerdigung des Chester Peatty Papyrus der 
Paulusbriefe (Rerlin: Verlag der icaients Der Wissenschaften, 1935), De 9- 

°Sprederick CG. Crnt, "Textual Criticiam,” An introduction to the 
Revised Standard Version of the New Testament, edited by Luther A. 
Weigle (Issued by Lolth, L9NG), Dp. 37- 

26, ~ 
@. Tunts, The Text of the Esistles: A Disquisition Upon the Corpus 

Paulinua (London: Oxford University Press, 1953), p. IT. Yols study 
is based largely on I Corinthians and Hebrews. 

2?sanders, Ope Cites pe 13- 

    
     

   
   

CONCORDIA SEMINARY 

LIBRARY 
ST. LOUIS 5, WMO. 

28xenyon, The Text of the Greek Bible, pe 168. 

2FTpide, pe 39- 

   30sonders, Ope Gites Pe Vii.
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all Pauline codices. Only the John Rylands fragment of John 18 ante- 

tes P46 which now reduces by half "the 250 yeara separating the Vatie 

eanus and its archetype, ">= and presents a text fully a century older 

than the great uncials by a contemporary of Clemens Alexandrinus? 

Kenyon evaluates the significances of this date when he says; 

fhe interval then between the dates of the original comosition 
and the oarliest extant evidence becomes so snail as to be in 
fact negligible, and the last foundation for any doubt that the 
Seriptures have come dmin to us substantially as they were written 
has now been removed. Foth the authenticity; md the general 
ey of the books of the New Testament may be recarded as 

sinaliy established. 

So much for the general siguifieance ef the C.D. papyri md of PLE 

in particuler. But a brief deseription of the nature and content of 

these codices will reveal further roles of attraction for the manuscript 

critic. 

As stated before, the papyri are in the cedex book form, ice 

papyrus sheets were laid tegetier and folded in half to form a book. >> 

This ie much like the form of 2 modern book and stands in sharp contrast 

to the reli, the predecessor of this form, whose contents were much more 

Limited. For the textual critic this means that the whole Pauline corpus, 

as also the Gospels, were found together in one volume! Hence the whole 

avenue to early variants is opened wide since the early resders aid 

seribes could compare the various records, confuse parallel readings, 

and offer textual. accommodations! "They confim the belief that the 

  

3izunte, Ope Cites Be 17. 

sexenyon, The Pible and Archaeology, Pe 286. 

33¥or a full description of the early book forme cf. Kenyon, The 
Chester Beatty Biblical Papyri, Fasciculus I, pp. 9f-
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Christian community was addicted to the codex rether thm to the roli"3lt 

  

and was possibly even responsible for the invention of the cedex formi> 

The Chester-Beatty collection?” consists of cleven codices. Seven 

of these (160 leaves) contain poxtions of nine Old Testanent books. The 

codex containing portions of Nushers and Deuteronomy is from the first 

heal? of the second century and ranks as the oldest Greek MS. of any 

Slgnificmt siae! One codex is non-canonical and contains the Book of 

Enoch and a homily on the, Passion by the second century bishop, Melito 

of Sardis, The other three contain (1) The Gospels md Acts (one- 

seventh of the text on 30 leaves), designated Pl5; (2) Revelation 

(chaps. 9-17), designated P73 and (3) The Pauline corpus on eighty-six 

leaves fout of an original 104) in the following order and with the 

designated portions lackings Romans (chaps. 1-5:173 621-8:15), Hebrews, 

I and TI Corinthians, Ephesians, Galatiens, Philippians, Colossians, 

T Thessalonians (chaps. 223-525), and IT Thessalonians (?). Four 

leaves within were missing, hence Kenyon established a loss of seven 

leaves, both at the beginning and end of the codex. These facts are 

evidently of real concern to the qusstion of the Pauline canon. 

Professor Sanders, inclined to doubt the authenticity of the 

Fastorals, worked om the incomplete Michigan portion of the leaves and 

postulated the original presence cf (1) Philemon between Galatims and 

Fhilippiens, and (2) I md II Timothy alone (without Titus) in an 

  

Brwide, pe 12. 

35xenyon, The Bible and Archaeology, pe 213. 

36or, the Fascieles of Kenyon for the best description of the 
codices. 
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abbreviated form at the end of the codex-=since the seribe is apparently 

compressing seript in the latter leaves with the intent to include 

something further on the few remaining Leaves .37 Kenyon discredits the 

first possibility uith the later recovery of that portion and the second 

a& pure conjecture, and suggests that the Pastorals were never included 

on tha lessethan-half-sufficient leaves, which were probably blank because 

the seribe found it "difficult to calcwlate in advance how many quires 

  

are needed."24 

The order of the books is remarkable. It has been cited not only 

as attesting an arrangement by decreasing length?? but alse as an earlier 

standard order in the Pauline corpus as was claimed by Zahn. The 

Western arrangenent, in which Hebrews follows the Pastorals, is described 

by Kenyon as the latest of five consecutive orders in development,“ 

"Tts present position is proof of the high importance agsigned to it, 

and of the unquestioning acceptance of its Fauline authorship"! as was 

universally held in the Fastern church. But only minuscule 1919 sup- 

ports the papyrus in placing Hebrews after Romans. 

Que further arrangenent is of very special significance. The 

Goxology of Romans, found at the end of chap. 16 (vs. 25-27) in B, Aleph, 

  

3?senders, Ope Cite, Ppe 10f. 

3renyon, The Chester Eeatty Biblical Papyri, Fasciculus III Sup- 
plement, VII, v and Xie 

3%cnarles H. Buck, "The Early Order of tie Pauline Corpus," Journal 
of Biblical Literature, LXVIIE (1919), 351ff. 

NOcor1 Schmidt, op. citi, p. 290. 

liltnese are listed by Lake, op. cites pe 97- 

42xenyon, The Chester Beatty Biblical Papyri, Fasciculus III Sup= 
plement, VIZ, :d.
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and D and at the end of chap. 1 in the mass of later MSS., is here 

found after chap. 15:33. Sanders calls this the "original order” and 

describes chap. 16 as "tne coverin: letter introducing "our sister" 

Fheebe to the Ephesians."!3 But Kenyon, though conceding thst the 

position in PL6é seems to confirm such views, warns against adopting this 

conjecture, aid suggests that its position might derive from an carly 

treatment of the last chapter as o hymn doxology .!tt But as a general 

conclusion he often states: "It offers no sensational variante wilt 

in the several intreductions to their fascicle editions, Keron 

and Sanders have deseribad the physical characteristics of the Pauline 

codex in some detail. It is a single-quire codex of eleven by six and 

one-half inch leaves!!” {original size). On it is inscribed in elegant 

carefully formed letters of dark brown ink (slightly faded) a single 

columi of seript (mine by six inches) which tends progressively to 

increase from twenty-five to thirty-two unruled lines. The page surface 

of this codex, which was probably bound at one tine, has seen Little 

rubbing, and, although the pages were once numbered, their order has now 

been determined by considering fibres and matched stains. No leaf is 

entirely perfect, locking at page-bottom anywhere from a fraction of 2 

Line to seven lines and progressively increasing until the last tuo 

leaves are merely fragmmts. Compared to the diversity of hands in the 

total collection the Pauline codex has the best scribal hand in quality 

  

Wemders, Ope Glies Pe 35. 

henyon, The Bible and Modern Scholarship, p. 127. 

Sane figures given here are average or approxinate.
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of workmanship. The scribe has inserted a few reading marks and accents 

but very little punctuation. He has left many slight spaces in the text, 

especially after abbreviations. The nomins sacra are regularly abbreviated 

in the earlier three-letter mode. Tits stichometry substantiates the Codex 

Claronontanus in the normal reckoning of thirtyesix letters per stichos. 

ftthough come of the relations of the Beatty papyri tc textual 

eriticism and the nature of thelr Pauline text will be discussed at 

greater length in the next chapters, a general. comparison of the papyrus 

text-type is in place here. 

The pavyri have certainly made it clear that varimts were plenti- 

ful and diffused at the end of the second century. But the most 

valuable senecLusion is that "ther confim the essential soundness of 

the existing texts » e e [having] ne variations which effect vital 

6 
facts or doctrines." funta, more particularly, describes the text as 

one cf supreme quality, corrected by an expert hand, but containing 

many surface errors from the pen of a careless and dull seribe who made 

47 
A poor repreaentation of an excellent tradi.ticn. This tradition has 

been analytically presented by Kenyon in e table of comparisons (based 

on Tischendorf) in which the readings of the pavyrus, “with" and 

‘againet" the readings of Aleph, A, B, D, and signa, aré numerically 

48 plotted. I4 is immediately apparent that the papyrus has not only a 

pronounced agreement with the Alexandrians (Aleph, 4; R), but elso has 

ern eecener mee 

LSxenvon, The Chester Beatty Biblical Fapyri, Fascieulus T, pe 15. 

UTounts Ope cite, pp. 18, 56, 157. 

Moc enyon, fhe Chester Beatty Biblical Papyri, Fasciculus TIT 
Supplement, VII, xvite  
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a significant portion of Western (Bb) and Byzentine (sigsa) readings. That 

the Byzantines find a someunat bettor support in the papyrus than does 

the Claromontanus is probably due to the fact that, wmlike the Wester 

tradition, the Byzentine tradition here consists of more then one 

mManUseript 

This table might be compared with another of Kenyon's in which the 

readings of the pepyrus are plotted against the totel Alexsndrians and 

Westerns (DFG) 349 

  

P 6 a Alex. PLG = DFC 

Romans 5 ae Liman 
Hebrews 79 20 
I Core 133 29 
IT Gor. 60 11 
Ephesians hi? 5 
Galatians ho 5 
Philippians 23 6 
Colossians 26 3 
I Tress. (teo sual) 

Tris tabulation shows the Alexandrian agreement certainly less 

pronounced in Romans. In general it may be cone]. uded that the papyrus 

ie not identical with any cf tho main fanilies!° Hoskier, on the basis 

of the usage of the article in P46, postulates an archetyne in a Grseco- 

Latin bi-colurmar, 7 while Sanders Pinds a great agreerent with the 

Oxy zhynchus Parl toe A so-eailed "Geasarean text" has not been isolated 

  

Lrpides Pe xvii. 

50 enyon, The Bible and Modern Scholarship, ppe 192. 

5h Ce Hoskier, "Appendix to an Article on the Chester-reatty 
Papyrus of the Pauline Tpistles Known as Pu6" (with "Addenda"), The 
Journal of Theological Studies (Special print, 1937), 1A. 

52sanders, opi cites pp. 32f.
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in the Pavline corpue, but it seems that PS has substantiated it in 

the Goupeine?? 

Although the Pauline papyri generally confirm the antiquity of the 

Aloxandrian Vaticmus and denonstrate the early currency of sone of its 

particular readings heretofore not know elsewhere, they also show many 

departuras from the earliest recessions. 

What is significant ia that they prove that in Egypt, in the early 
part of the third century, readings were in circulation which 
ware derived from, or which eventually became attached to, all the 
pre bee familias, tegother with a ppt inconsiderable number of 
which no cther witness has survived. 

Ths Vatlean text therefore represents neither an original purity, 

an unaltered tradition, nor on exclusively dominant toxt-type of Eaypt 

in Lis own era, ieGe, fully a century after Ph6s2? It can still cone 

tain the best textual scholarship and representation of ths criginal, 

but the one-sided trust placed in its text in the pest is now basically 

disturbed, as Idetzmem aptly points out 28 

Not only has P46 been a trustworthy guide in assessing the value 

of the vaunted Vaticanus, but it haz led to a gradual abandoning of 

WeetcotheHert's theory of the “neutral text" and an awakening interest 

in the importance of the "western text? It testifies to soue of the 

"late”® wastern minori.ty-readings!?° Hoskier finds an "intimate relation" 

  

S32unte, Gpe Cites Pe 151. 

Slitenyon, The Text of the Greck Bible, p. 250. 
55xenyon, The Chester Beatty Biblical Papyri, Fasciculus I, p. 16. 

3654 etemann, OPe Cites peo ile 

27p, C. Grant, op. cites Ppe 39F. 

Bt may Moeller, "Ph6 and Textual Criticism," Concordia Theological 
Monthly, XVII (May, 1946), 3h0-50.
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between the Urtext of P6 and the Latins.”? Sanders considers the 

agreement of PL6 with DFG as "strong evidence for the original” in 

spite of complete Alexandrian oprosition.©9 Kenyon thinks that Western 

group=support of the papyrus makes.for readings “at times to be pre- 

ferrean® while Zuntz concludes that the support of only one ilestexm 

witness can establish the "original" reading! = Paul Glaue has gone 

all cut in vindication of the Western text in the Gospeis1®3 And even 

some "very late” Byzemtine readings have gained respect with the emerging 

support of the papyrus1™ 

A careful review of Plh6 will reveal a situation of mich interest, 
for it exhibits, me judice, a closer textual relationship, even 
if rougher, between Roms, Sardinia, Carthage, Alexandria, Fphesus, 
Corinth, and Bysance, than obtsined one hundred to two hundred 
years later. 

Tauie means that genealogical families in the textual history of 

the second and third centuries are indistinct, a problem of great enpeera 

in establishing the canons of textual criticiem. 

    

*ioskier, op. chte, Addenda, p. 1. 

65 nders, Ope Cites pe 30. 

Slxenyon, The Chester Peatty Biblical Papyri, Paeciculus TI 
Supplenent, ViT, > RVile 

Cer unta, © OPe Cites pe 158. 

83), Paul Glaue, “Der Aelteste Text der Geschichtlichen Buecher des 
Neuen Testaments," ZNTW, XLV (195), 90-108. 

Cho unts, Gpe Gites Be 50. 

SSyoskier, Ope Cites Addenda, ne 5. 
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CHAPTER IIT 

THE CANOHS OF CHETICISH 

"fhe business of the textual critic is not to corract grammar, to 

remove obscurities, or to clarify the logic, but simply to restore what 

the author actually urote.t> This is an caslly stated objective most 

difficult to attain. The development of canons or rules of choice to 

attain such an objective is essentially the history of textual criticism. 

For an interesting sumary of this history the reader is referred to the 

work of Kenyon,” and for a comparison of three sets of canons (those 

of Yettstein, Hamuond, and Wikeren) to the presentation of Ernest 

G. Golweli.? 

The canons employed herein are essentielly those compounded in a 

brief essay by tie late Dr. William F. frndt./t They represent a sober 

scholerly simplification of the developments of textual criticism up to 

the present time, and they reflect a balanced consideration of external 

and internal factors. The first two canons concern the external, while 

the Last three concern the latter. 

  

1a, 1. Robertson, An Introduction to the Textual Criticisn of the 
New Testament (ilew York: Doran aad Co., ca. 1925), p. 165. 

“7, G. Kenyon, The Bible md Archaeology (New York: Harper and 
Brothers, 19),0)) ppe anSite 

3zynest C. Colwell, What is the New Testament? (Chicago: 
Univ. of Chicago press, 1952}, poe ee i? ee 

nN Vian Fe Arndt, "fhe Ghief Frinciples of New Testament Textual 
Criticism,” Concordia Theological Monthly, V (August, 193k), 577-Sh. 
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I. "Phat reading is likely to be correct which is found in the 
best manuscripts." 

"The majority cpintion does affirm. . . that Codex Vaticanus .. . 

is to be accorded the first place saong all sources, "> and "discoveries 

since Hort indicate that the "Neutral" mamuseripts (ast) are relatively 

the best." ‘these two MSS. are the oldeat of the great wmeials, the 

fomer originating “around 330" and the latter about fifty years Later. 

But, as Kenyon indicates, “textual controversy from 1881 to ths 

present has turned on the comparative claims of the Neutral and Western 

types of text? and especially since the emergence of the Beatty 

papyri has the Western text merited special consideration. The Codex 

Claromontanus i.e. D (not to be confused wlth Codex Beza in the Gospels) 

"igs the leading "Western", authority for the text of the epistles."® It 

is 4 sixth century MSS. which may contain a second century text! 

For the sske of simplicity, only these three leading reprosentatives 

of the Fast and West shall be considered. Furthermore, a purely mmer- 

ical majority-support of all the later uncials, minuecules, and versions 

might constitute a "correction of the sun by the clocks.” 

Since the Alexandrians ("Neutral") lay the best claim to original 

purity, it is proper that two of the three witnesses should be chosen 

from Alexandria. Whichever reading therefore, has the majority support 

  

Sverrill.M. Parvis and Allen P. Wikgren, editors, New Teatament 
Neuseript Studies (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1950), pe 10. 

6colwell, Ope Gite, pe h5. 

tp. Ge Kenyon, The Bible and Archaeology» Ppe 289ff. 

Saiexander Souter, fhe Text and Canon of the New Testanent 
(Londons Gerald Duckworth & Co., 1951), pe 2G6- 
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of these primary witnesses shall be considered the best, within the 

Limits of this canon. 

Ii. “That reading which was most widespread is entitled to our 
approval." 

Dr. Arndt eredits Streeter, author of the famous "The Four 

Gospels,” with a more scientific approach to "S, grouping than Hort 

who had four somewhat indistinct text—-types isolated. Accordingly one 

thinks of five centers or territories from which the Pauline menuscripts 

have come. The more lecalized designation is simply a nomenclature for 

the wider district, and although the territorial ascriptions are some- 

what controversial (there is no direct evidence to show where B and x 

were written!) they are generally aceepted as classified by Nestle.? 

The more important ascriptions to each of the five territories are as 

foLllous: 

Le ALEXANDRIA. This textetype parallels Hort's "Weutral" class and is 
often identified by Continental scholars, perhaps incorrectly, 
with the work of the LXX editor, Hesychius (Hes.). B,3' . C, A> 
H, ZI; HB, P3 minuscules 335 1739, §1, 10), h2h, 1175, 1518, 1611 pr 

(many others)3 and especially the patristic evidence of Clement, 
Origen, el (and others) and the Sahidie (sa) and Bohairic (bo} 
versions. 

2. ANTIOCH. Formerly the tendency was to group these MSS. with the 
Westerns. It includes especially the older Sinaitic and Curetonian 
Syriac (sy®2°) and the later Peshitta (syP). Tike the next group 
it is represented mostly ty minuscules. 

3. BYZANTIUM or Constantinople, often called the "Koine” text. This 
text-type is certainly of secondary character, suffering much 
from progressive revision. Most of the relatively modern transla- 
tions were based on this poor text, and not till the last decades 
ef the nineteenth century did textual criticism dethrone it. 

  

%perhard Nestle, Novum Testementum Graece (Editio vicesima prima; 
Stuttgart: Privilegierte Wuerttembergisches Pibelanstalt, 1952), poe Shi= 
8: The abbreviations here used are also fully explained intthis intro- 
duction. 
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EK, Ly O12 and the majority (pm) of minuscules. In fact the mass 
of our oxtant HSS. represamt this text. 

ke ROME, ineluding Italy and Gaul, called “Western.” D-H, Fea, 
Vulgate (vg), with some Latin MSS. (lat.), especially the min- 
usecules Gy bs, dy g» and many of the Latin Pathers. 

S. CAHTHAGE*-closely allied to the latter, comprises the Old Latin 
SS. (vetus Latina) and is designated Itela (it). It is in~ 
eluded under the designation for the cemplete Latin tradition 
(iatt) end represented especially by minuscules f end m. 

Although Ph6 might be classified in a mit by itself, since it 

does to a degree disassociate itself from the Alexandrian tradition 

as heretofore know, in the following chapters it is generally 

classified as representing that locale. Often, then, this canon he-= 

comes a besteof-five choice in general. But frequently some loceles 

support both variants cited. Such divided testimony camot, of course, 

be cited in favor of elther reading exclusively. The most significant 

"spread," as the development of textual traditions is traced, would 

secon to be the united testimony of Home and Alexandria. 

fhe last three canons concern transcriptional or internal evidence 

and represent an attempt to evaluate the readings from the scribe's om 

viewpoint. 

tii. “That reading is likel to be correct which camot easily be 
traced back to the unintentional alteration of the copyist." 

Among such alterations the following are to be considered: (a) the 

marginal gloss or explanation incorporated into the texts (b) homoictel- 

euton--in which the same or similar sentence- or vord-ending has caused 

sonfusion resulting in either repetition or in omission; (c) homoioarkton-- 

in which the game or similar sentence- or word-beginning has caused 

confusion; (d) haplography--in which a duplicated letter or word has 

erroneously been written only once; (e) dittography--in which a singular 
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letter or word has erroneously been repeated; (f) itacism--in which the 

iota has been onitted or inserted wrongly in view of the similarity in 

pronunciation of ” and é¢ : ("ee"). In a general way these scribal 

slips ccnstitute lapsus pennas or moemoriae, but more often an error 

oculi. This would sean to indicate that the scribe of Pl6 copied by 

sight rather than by dictation. 

IV. "That reading is likely to be the correct one of which it 
seems clear that it has not arisen through the intentional 
alteration of a copyist." 

Seribes often thought to improve a text for grammatical or 

dectrinal reasons when it seemed difficult or apparently contradictory. 

The Imowledge of parallel expressions elsewhere often compelled them 

to accosmodate one reading to the other ("cross-breeding"). This could 

often result from the parallel phrase which was written as a marginal 

gless or from tne recall of such phrases by memory. Hence some such 

errors could be explained as unintentional. This preference for the 

most difficult reading as the genuine one 1s expressed in Bengel's 

classic "Proclivi scriptioni praestat ardua.” 

Ve "hat reading is likely to be the correct one which best agrees 
with the style and diction and other characteristics of the 
author in question." 

This rule of choice assumes a natural consistency on the part of 

the writer, ceteris paribus. But as such it can of'ten make for a 

difficult choice in contradiction to the latter canon. For the more 

difficult reading is sometimes that reading less typical of the author's 

style! In other cases this cmon demonstrates itself in preference 

for the shorter reading, the one without scribal polish or interpretive 

additions.
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All of the five principles here enunclated are not always 

applicable. Wor is each one always of equal value in determining a 

sheer best-of-five numerical supports Much depends on the ecircun- 

stances of the individual case. Once canon three cm be so compelling 

or probable that a reading seems genuine in spite of weak uSS. support 

or a narrow distribution, or both. Sametimes the last canon hardly 

demands application. 

The preferences which derive fron considering the three canons 

concerning intrinsic probabilities have been summarized as “the 

readings which exiain other variants, but are not contrariwise them 

selves to be explained by the others "20 That such internally more 

probable readings have increasingly merited the preference of modern 

eritics is a direct result of the papyrus. testimony. It will be re- 

called that it has not only lowered the esteem for the Vaticanus, but 

has also dispelled the idea that the Egyptian text of the early cen- 

turies is predominantly, rather wholly, of one delineated type or 

genealogical stemma. The significance of such conclusions is simply 

that the external evidence has been given increagingly less.regard while 

internal considerations have been increasingly accented. EF. C. 

Colwell places highest confidence in internal evidence when he says, 

"The majority of the variant readings in the New Testament were created 

ntl 
for theological or dogmatic reasons. Frederick Grant claims that 

  

Worederick C. Grant, "Textual Criticisn," An Introduction to the 
Revioed Standard Version of the New Testament, edited by Lutner A. 
Weigle (issued by LCnh, 1946), pe hl. 

Ucolwell, Ope Gites Pe 536
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the style of the author is the best besis for preference and concludes, 

in place of some rule of preference for cna type of text over 
another, or for their common agreements over their divergencies, 
we shall have to trust 2 great deal more than heretofore to 
what is called internal criticism. « . « fue reviser of today 
is forced to adopt the eclectic principle. 

In the present evaluation the internal evidence, especially the 

fifth como, has not been invoked. without due moderation. Tt would 

often seem that intrinsic considerations involve so mmy intangible 

factors and constitute such @ subtle procees that even the most 

scholarly critic can become overly indebted to his om subjective 

judgment. This can sometimes constitute risky, unsound, even unfair 

treatment of the text. The five canons adopted here as presented by 

Dee Willian Arndt are considered a tholesome balance against such 

dangerous subjectivity. They tend to stifle any promature, a priori, 

overambitious emphasis on the relatively new witness. Hence the. 

first two canons concerning the externa are here given a dve respect. 

When the total internal. considerations prove quite inconsequential 

Gliher way, the summary evidence of the first two canons is ususlly 

taken as conclusive. This is not to believe that “the true reading 

wins owt in the end" or must be found in the majority of uncials, nor 

is this te place undue confidence in any cne manuscript. The first. 

two canons constitute a check ageinst each other, and all five 

canons, taken together, form a legitimate and valid set of criterias. 

In the following chapters these criterla will be applied to the 

variants grouped in the eight possible textual associations between the 

papyrus end the three primary uncials. 

  

Worent, OBe Cite, Ppe hort.
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CHAPTER IV 

THE UNADOPLED Wi TNESS SUPPORTED BY. ALEPH, B, AND D 

1) Gal. 2312 TEXT s aA Gov 

ns: Fiber Ba DW 6 bh it by. 
The complete testimceny of the primary uncials strongly favors the 

unadopted reading of P64. 

Rome, Carthage, and Alexandria represent a geographical distribu- 

tion which favors the reading of the papyrus. 

Since P)6 alone is consistent in wing also the singular indefinite 

proneun ZZ vel itis quite possible that the reading in the primary 

MSS. cited is homcioarkton from such a reading in the preceding verse. 

Both phrases cecur in the middle of the line in the papyrus! 

The reading of Pli6 makes good sense, assuming simply that only 

one person “came from James." Sut this contention is supported only 

in the verb and not in the pronoun by the mass of M3S. evidence and 

P46 itself concludes by saying Peter feared "those (72V9 ) of the 

cireuncision." Although the external evidence is totally in favor 

of the papyrus reading, the intrinsic considerations are even more 

comelling and would here demand the reconstructed text (cf. 87 and 88). 

The RSV accepts the Nestle text reading without any footnote 

reference to the overwhelming MSS. evidence! 

2) Gol. 1:17 TEXT s opi C Hoine of : 

 Phés Guy Hee. D® & fom, 
All three primary witnesses favor the reading of Ph6é. 

Alexandria, Byzantium, Rome, and Antloch are represented by the 
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reading of the texts Alexandria ad Rome (first hand) by the reading 

eof P46. This distribution favors the reading of the text. 

Paul. had just referred to Epaphras as our fellow servant ad now 

refers to him also as one ministering on our behalf or "as well as 

use" The preceding urEp probably accounts for the pronoun in the 

second persen as a close homoiarkton. The reading of PliG seems 

slightly more difficult and other hands in D probably represent an 

attempt to correct this. 

fhe witness of P46 is rather decisive for a change in the Nestle 

texte 

The RSV edepts the reading cf the papyrus and a footnote recognizes 

the witnesses for the Nestle reading. 

Gonclusions: There ara a total of five readings cited in the 

Nestle text in which three primary uncials are supported by the papyrus. 

The three adopted readings occur in Gal. 53173 Phil. 13273; and Col. 2:18. 

That thera are only five such readings denonstrates an early 

tradition strongly divided. But their united testimony is an almost 

certain witness for the correct text. One of the two unadopted read- 

ings has been accepted and the RV has done the same. The other 

reading might dexonstrate that the total mass of the best MSS. can 

possibly perpetuate ea mistake Gut it seens strange that this reading 

has not been acknowledged with a footnote in the RSV.
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CHAPTER ¥ 

THE UNADOPTED GITNESS SUPPORTED BY ALEPH AND B 

3) Eph. dsl = TEXT [év Epéry)a Keine DG ph. Lat 
PL6: (omstted) BY * ya 1937 Maem(ToA, Dp. 

Two of the three primary witnesses in the first hend support Plé. 

The reading which omits the phrase is notably only Alexandrian. 

Even this location furnishes divided testimony, for the "lesser" 

Alexandvian {A} includes the phrase together with the complete Roman 

tradition and that of Bysantium and Antioch. Hence the omission of 

the phrase is not widely attested. 

But the omission camet be viewed as an unintentional alteration - 

and the "prate" Alexandriana point clearly to an intemtional one in 

the text. Aleph has the phrase from ancther later hand and the 

Vaticanus as a marginal gloss. Poth testify to an original lacuna 

or blank space (to be filled in with various names?). Marcion, ty 

testinony of Tertullian, omits the phrase and inscribes the letter 

with the title "Ad Laodicenses" and Origen also testifies to the omission 

of the phrase in the MU. at hand. Here Bengel's canon, proclivi 

scrintioni praestat ardua, favors the omission, and en insertion at 
  

this lasuna might well represent an attempt to make Paul's style 

consistent. For the typical Pauline style of introduction here 

violated comparos Rom. 137 Todos 1. + Wdow Tes over 

ev Papy ) Gol. 121-2 Wee ies 1. TOS EV K ohoreets Spiots 

Ket Werre.s Ufa) (tS end other introductions. Nowhere else does 

Paulins style parallel this introduction with év zy féry omitted.
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Stosckhardt! offers a detailed discussion of the problem {without 

the benefit of the Pl6 witness) and favors retaining the phrase after 

exenining the Zellowing considerations: 

ae The whole ecelesiastical tradition as “veritas ecclesiae" 
held 1% to be smt te the Eohesiaons. 

Hat in textual criticlsm the testimony cof a heretic is not per 

wrong, and if Marelon hinself did not eliminate the phrase, 25 might 

weil be the case, then his testinony in textual mstters need not always 

be considered extra veritatem ceclesilas. 

be It is an argument from silence to say that Tertullian's 
appeal to tradition rather thon to the phrase ev EYyérw 
in his writing “Against Marcion" proves that Pertullian's 
text also omitted the phrase. 

But the wrds of Tertullian ("tie have it on true tradition of the 

church that this Ppistle was sent to the Mphesians, not to the 

Lacdiceanse Mareien, however, was very desirous of giving it a new 

title, as if he were extremly accurate in investigating such a point.") 

are indecisive cither way in ravealing the reading in the #5. before hime 

e. Tertullian held Marcion's cffence against the Veritas 
ecclesiae “as of no inconsiderable mement.” 

a. Yexrtullian mentions Ephesus as "one of the ecclesiarun 
apostolicarum where the authenticas litterae Of wie Apostles 
wers raade 

But an encyolical letter could still have included Ephesus! 

ce I¢ is an argument from silence to say that Origen's metaphys- 
ical explanation of the formula 70t5 ovcev as referring to 
those called from the "not being” into “the being” also 
testifies to the lack of 2v "E févw in his copy. 

  

lgeorge Stoeckhardt, Commentary on St. Paul's Letter to the 
eer translated by Martin Se Sommer (St. Louis: Concordia 

s House, 1952), PPpe 1-30.
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But it scems peculiarly difficult to understand such an explana- 

tLlon on Origen's part if the phrase were not omitted, Alexandrian 

allegorizing notwithstanding! 

Ze derows condenns Origen's explanation. 

But it is to be noted that Jeroma's condemation seems to rest 

vather on 2 treditional view than on textual evidences “Others, 

however, with greater simplicity think sic! | that the Letter ic 

rected not to those who “are” but to those who are saints and 

believers at Eshesuse"” It is pure conjecture to say that these words 

refer not to two readings but to two explanations of the same reading. 

go Only in the copies mown to him does the fourth century 
Basilius (in adve Eunom.) testify to the omission of the 
phrases “"'fo those that are and the believers in Christ 
Jesus.’ For thus also cur forbears transmitted it md we 
ourselves have found it in old copies.” 

but "old copies" (plural!) in the fourth century axe strong 

evidsneet! 

he The Muratorian Cenon, irenaeus, Clement of Alexandria, and 
Ignatius knew it as a letter to the Eohesims. 

i. If the phrase were once missing there would be no explanation 
for the unanimity of tradition and ister MSS. in singling out 
Eehesus as the destination (Zahn, Neyer). 

je The omission of the phrase is non-Pavline style. 

k. The owission of the phrase renders the sentence meaningless or 
untransLatable e 

Mary medern ccholars disagree with this last contention. The 

RSV scholars render7oLs Syloes Tos oveW Ket MecTeLS as “to the saints 

who area also faithful.” This need not, as Stocckhardt claims, imly 

that there can be saints who are not faithful! Goodspeed renders the 

phrase, "to God's pecple who are steadfast," and from a detailed
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comparison of Ephesian parallels found in other Pauline sources con- 

eludes that the letter ie an sncyclical introduction for the Pauline 

epleties compiled by Onesimua and that the papyrus is "decisive evidonce® 

that the phrase was "written long after.” Dr. Wm. Arndt discredits 

this theory of non~-Pauline authorship but concurs in calling the 

letier an enoyelical.? 

le, Bwald's reconstruction of the text (Toz5 qperqrois ours Kel 
WLI T OLS from an assumed damaged MS. corner which read 7025 

Sy-(et5 ovr) and led to the erroneous homoioteleaton 7015 <yéors 
025 is too speculative. 

It does indeed seen to be such. 

me The complete lack of psrsonal grectings in this letter does 
not demonstrate its encyclical nature since Tychicus is 
instructed to add oral and personal addenda in chap. 6:21. 

But such instructions speak as well for its nature as en encyclical 

as against, and we would then assume thot the specifically pertinent 

eddends were given oraliy at each place to which the letter was 

carried. it would ratier seen that the lack of written greetings is 

significant’ H. Rendtorff cites Col. ks7f. in reference to its 

possible encyclical nature as delivered topether with the opistle to 

the Colossians, and Col. h:16 as pessibly pointing to Laocdicea as 

its destination.! 

ne "The epistle from Laodicea” should not be identified with this 
letter since such identification lacks historical precedent, 
other than Marcion. 

  

@rg Ep University of Rdgar Goodspeed, The Key to Ephesians (Chicagos versity 
Chicago Press, 1956), pp. Vilifil. 

3 Dien Arndt, "Review of Goodspsed'’s 'The Key to Ephesians*t," 
Concordia Theological Monthly, (December, 1956), pe 978. 
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A fou of these arguments, as presented ty Stoeckhardt, are still 

noteworthy objections (cf. cy h, i) but tha consideration of an 

intentional alteration supported by the oldest end best ISS. shows that 

the phrase is best rejected. 

However, it certainly doss not seem fair to the text to translate 

the cumbersome phrase in the papyrus as if it made good sanse in 

itself, without a parenthetical Lseuma (although there is none in the 

papyrus!) or designated destinaticn. Zunts aptly remarks, 
- z 

TOLS OUTLY without an indication of place . » »« following makes 
no sense | ¥de Goodspeed ] e e e e Anyone wanting to expel the 
mention of an addressee e . » would surely have had the sense to 
delete also 7445 ovgzV end thus produce an understandable phrase, 
comparable to Col. Ls2 and Jude 1. [me two words were] intended 
to be foliewsd by an indication of places the latter being le?t 
vacant in the original, to be filled in variously in various copies? 

fhe RSV omits the phrase in its text but recognizes its wide 

attestation in a Lcotnote. 

bh) oho 2e2g 0 mens TV dorgy Kone (0 6 5 ot) fe s 
pi6r (mitted) BN" pes H ; 

Guo of the thres primary PSS. support the omission. 

The cmlesion is peculiar to Alexandria while its inolusion 

represents Home and Antioch. This distribution favors the reading of 

the text to a slight degree. 

Tio PL6 reading can be regarded as more genuine in so far as its 

omigsien can hardly be viewed as unintentional. Welther reading is 

actually a lectio ardua if Keb , Bak > be rendered "anong you" 

rather than by the possessive pronoun. An intentional alteration 

  Te aheate eat 

5a. Zunts, The Text of the Epistles: A Disquisition Upon the 
Corpus Paulinun (london: Oxford ery TENS, LO55)5 Pe oeue
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seoms more likely in the text as an interpolation from the acute 

parallel in Col. 1sh where the 7277L5 —« ré 177 duet is found, as 

Slse in Philemon 5. 

Henee the majority of considerations speale strongly for the 

adoption of PG as correct. 

The RSV adepta the Nestle text and recognizes the testimony of 

PLG in a footnote. 

5) Eph. hoa texts ev SUrar be 

rubs evSbrurBe Gl K 9 a6 Litho OL 
Tuo of the three primary MSS., one in the first hand, favor the 

aorist middle imperative of PL6. 

The imoerative is the most widespresd reading, represented in 

Alexandria, Byzantium (K), Reme and Antioch, while the infinitive only 

in Carthage (7) and Rome. 

The infinitive form in the text seems Likely to be homolotel- 

euten, an unintentlonal confusion fron the preceding infinitive X ¥LVE- 

one b 4, The imperative form seems less likely an intentional effort 

te make the verb form agree with Pauline usage of the imerative in 

Rome 1322: (ef. also Gal. 3:27}. But the internal evidence is quite 

inconclusive {cf. 105). 

The total evidence is definitely in favor of adopting the reading 

of PG as the more genuine one. 

Phe RSV seems to adopt the reading of Pl6 without further notation, 

but the choice is not necessarily apparent in translation. 

Gonelusions: Of the thirteen readings with such support, Nestle 

has adopted ten, and thereby denonstrated, quite correctly, an unusual
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confidence in this combination of support. In Galatians he has 

adopted all. four (3:73 heT3 siS3 5:21), in Ephesians two (28153 5219) 

£ the five, in Philippians all three (2:11; 3:10; 3:16), and the one 

{)\el2) in Colossians. 

AlL three readings havs been adopted. The HSY has adopted one, 

probably two. 

That there are only thirteen such readings domonstrates that the 

Alexandrian tradition is not a narrow entity. That all three sre worthy 

of acceptance demonstrates a lack of special agveement in error 

(LeiifehLer) between P6 and the major Klexendrians © When these three 

witnesses combine they would seem to outweigh all other manuscript 

support, provided it is not vholly united. 

Ce 

Sri. pe 65. 

  

 



CHAPTER VI 

THE UNADOPTED WITNESS SUPPORTED BY B AND D 

6) Gale 1:3 ‘TEXT: Yao Adi Kopiov Hee. 19/2 ob 

Ph6s Kell Kuploy Gav Ps: B Kotne Db od: 7A’ 

Rue of the three primery HSS. support the reading of Pé. 

fne reading of the text finds uncial support only in Alexandria 

(X) and even here the witness is divided. The reading of Pl6, found 

in Alexendria, Byzantlum, and Rome ie better attested. 

The papyrus hardly presents an unintentionsl alteration. It 

scems quite probable, however, that the reading of the text is a 

Nenorloe in which the seribe confused the dictation or reading here with 

the standard formulas of Paul, or even made an intentional alteration 

in agreement with thems cege, Rome 1:7 Lo bos We T, os gp 

KdL Kuplov ZT. Xl x cor. 13 270 Bm. Gyow Kei we DL 
ei. also 2 Gov. 1823 Epo Lls2s Phil. Ls23 (Col. 1:2). In introductions 

the formula Kut K yee ev yi is found only in the letters to 

Timothy uhich were probably never included in the papyrus. 

The Nestle text should therefore be aitered in favor of the less 

stereotyped reading of PL6. 

fhe RSV accepts the reading of Pl6 without notation. 

7) Gel. 2:18 ‘TEXT: Tp te é7n 
Ph6s é7% T pid B Keine DE poms W 

Two of the three primary uncials support the reading of Ph6. 

The reading of P46 seems more widely attested, being found in 

Alexandria, Byzantiug, and Rome, but some of these regions present a 
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divided testimony. 

I% is aifficult to see in either reading an unintentional altera- 

tion since both word ordors are Pauline (cf. 2 Cor. 12:2 and Gal. 2:1), 

though the rveacing of the text is a sommmhat more common order. This 

fact would slightly favor the reading of P6, but a choice is difficult. 

Tne evidence is slightly in favor of the wmadepted reading, though 

a final decision is difficult. 

The RSV camot be associated with either reading. 

8) Gal. 2:20 TEXT s vLow Tov beod 

Ph6s Yeov Keble Lperrey Bo* 65 Wh” 

Two of three primary HSS., D in the First hand, support Plé. 

Only in Alexandria and Rome is the reading of Pl6 attested, and at 

Least cne of these locations is divided in its testimony. The reading 

of the text then is more widely attested. 

If the reading of the text is genuine, it is not difficult to 

see how the seribe, hearing or reading 70D bu0t rod beod could 

commit haplegraphy by writing only the first and last words. But this 

doos not explain Kl Lp tT ov , miless it be considered as on error 

oculi or mental association from the preceding fpr 705, These two 

factors would favor the reading of the text, although the other is in- 

deed slightly more difficult in sense. 

Since only the first canon clearly favors the reading of Ph6é, it 

should be rejected. 

The RSV renders the Nestle text without notation. 

9) Eph. 3:9 TEXT s Kl Puricxt TLS A 1739 4A . 

PG: KX. d. qivres Ths BC Knne Ob pe.
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Tuo of the three primary MSS. favor the reading of Pli6, possibly 

also the third, Aleph, in another hand. 

The Alexendrian witnesses are divided. While Carthage may supnort 

the omission, Rome, Byzantium, and Antioch do not. This would favor the 

veading of PL6é as more ee attested. 

The addition of Tel V7£5 ean hardly be termed an unintentional 

alteration, but it dees seem like an intentional attenot to interpret 

and to improve the text in accomodation to the previous infinitive with 

its indireet object 7025 Ebver ¢4¥, The unkalanced style of the omission 

seems to have led to a desire for correction in another hand of Aleph, 

anc this might bespeak the genuine nature of the shorter reading. 

4 decision is here difficult but the external evidence seeus more 

compelling than the internal and would iead to an adeption of the read- 

ing in Ph6é. 

Tho ESV adopts the rea of PL6 without notation. 

10) Eph. 6312 TEXT: iv 

PGs a g ote al Aad h 
Tuo of the three primary S5., one in the first hand only, support 

the second person pronoun of Ph6. 

fhe reading of Pl6 is most widely distributed, being found in 

Alexendria, Rome, and Carthage (it, h) and in the Late Anticchean 

Syriac Peshitta, though seme of these locales furnish divided testimony. 

fhe reading of P:6 is hardly an unintentional slteration but would 

rather seem to fit the whole context (vv. 10-20) better in which Paul 

speaks in the second person throughout. It wight be urged that this is 

therefore an attempted improvement to make the person consistent. But
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the second hand of Aleph militates against this conclusion since that 

Scribe would hardly make an intentional alteration in the consistent 

use of the original second persone 

The reading of Pl6 is probably quite correct. 

The RSV follows the Nestle text without notation. 

11) Bphs 6:16 = TEXT: -7¢ TT ETT Up} Leek 

Ph6: 9EMW: GD*¢; le] 

Tuo of the three primary MSS., one in the first hand only, support 

the omission of the article. 

Rome and Alexandria support the omission, but both locales furnish 

divided testimony. The reading with the article is considerably more 

widespreade 

Although the addition of an article is a more obvious fault than 

its omission, this omission can possibly be seen as unintentional fron 

the lack of usage in the context. Ths correction in D points rather to 

ths presence of the article as an attempted improvement in view of the 

antecedent Tet f é A We 

A decision is here difficult tut the least subjective evidence 

seems to reject the papyrus reading. 

The FSV translation cannot be associated with either readings 

12) Phil, 1:2) TEXT: CTL uevery TH) rupxe 

pis em é€Y 7.0 8 knw Dé ak; W 

The reading of P6 is favored by two of the three primary MSS. 

Alexandria, Byzantium, and Rome support the reading which includes 

the article, but the testimony of these locales is generally divided. 

Neither reading can te ssid to be more widespread. 

Tne occurrence of é V is probably best explained as similar to 2 

dittography in which the essence of the infinitive ending was repeated
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aS @ preposition rather to be expected (fron én ~-) than not. ‘The 

shorter reading suggests itself as more genuine. 

The papyrus reading is therefore rejected in favor of the toxt. 

No association can be clearly deduced from the RSV translation, 

but the translation "in" (vs. “with") usually represents the preposition 

wlth the dative. 

13) Gol, 2220 gate OS E7TEV 

Piso erty GDS 
Sue of the three primary HSS. aupport the papyrus reading. 

Alexendria and Rome alene testify to the reading of Pl6, and in 

both places a divided loyalty exists. ‘This fact favors the reading 

of the text. 

oF oc 
Neither the masculine relative OS nor the neuter relative O 

here submits well to a judgment of intentional or unintentional 

alteration and both constructions are grammatically poosible, though 

the Latter ssems more unusual. Robertson remarks, "A special idion is 

the relative a as an explanation (o egtlv ) . . » used without much 

regard to the gender (not to say number) of antecedent or predicates"* 

ef. Col. 322) raV KfeTgy y o erry Aépe ae 

and Ephe 6:17 fed Leper, § éonv Pipe Beod. 

Iisregard of gender is evidently the case here too, since the neuter 
7 

relative © has a masculine antecedent. Geodspeed, however, seems to 

  

iy. ¢. Grant, "Textual Criticism," An Introduction to the Revised 
Standard Version of the New Testauent, edited by Lutner A. Weigle 
(issued by LChu, 19)6), ppe ; 

2a, fT. Robertson, A Granmar of the Greek New Testanent in the Light 
of Historical Research (Washville: Broadman rress, 1934) pe Gil.” 
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translate i% as a personal pronoun, "He is the head’ (0). (The 

uncials have no diacritical marks!) Cf. 32. 

Sane distribution of evidence favors the rejection of the papyrus 

reading, but a decision is difficult. 

Weither veading om be clearly asscelated with the RSV translation. 

th) Gol. 202 text: EY 7p Aurriguctl 

Pio: 6.7. Aamitnw BO"G pe; W 

fhe papyrus reading is supported by two of the three primary 

unelals, but only in the first hand.cf the Claromontenus. 

Alexandria and Rome alons, both with divided testinony, attest the 

reading of Pi6. The other reading is therefore most widely known. 

Tae papyrus reading is probsbly homoloteleuton--a confusion 

resulting from the difficulty in following with eye or ear the structure 

of the words év TP p:- dy) év we e However, it may be ersued that 

this dative of Parr T é oH 0S is the more difficult reading since 

this would be a Faulins hapax legomenon, the only other usages occuring 

in Mk. 7:43 Heb. 6:23 and 9210. The word Bamrigpe, on the other 

hani, is Pauline (Rom. 683 Eph. 4:5), and the second hand of 2 might 

be an attempt to make this wage agree. 

A decision es to the correct reading is here difficult, but the 

evidence scens te favor the rejection of the papyrus reading. 

Neither reading can be clearly asscelated with the FSV translation. 

1S) Cole 3222 TEXT: EV of 92Au0 Sovacees 

i phé: a Nix BADE ols h 

Two of the three prixary unclals support the papyrus reading. 

  

Alexandria and Rome alone support the papyrus, and in ‘both lecales 

the testimony is divided. The reading of the text is therefore more 
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widely attested. 

Only in Eph. 6:6 is mothor N. T. usage of this wrd found, and 

there in the singular a V. Here the text renders the plural “of 

more than one kind of service.”3 ‘this form can hardly be viewed as an 

unintentional alteration, while the singular night possibly te ea false 

parallel to that in fphesians. 

The papyrus reading is therefore better rejected as an easier 

alteration. 

The RSV translated "“eyeservics" which might bs collective fer the 

plural, but a definite assoclation with elthor reading is not spparente 

Conclusions: These ten readings represent about 53 per cent of the 

totel number (19) cited in the apparatus. Nestle edopts one (228) 

of the five im Galatians, two (1213 3:8) of the five in Ephesiens, one 

{1:6} of the tuo in Philippians, four (1:22; 3:6,13,16) of the seven 

in Colessians, and one (5:27) in I Thessalonians. The lstter ie the 

only citation of P46 in the entire apparatus for that letter. 

Theat there are more agrecnents with B - D than with Aleph = B (13) 

is perhaps the best evidences of the peculiar substantiation which PL6 

fives to certain Yestern readings. 

Eut it seems that Nestle has gens almost far enough in the number 

that he has adepted. Only two of the four readings accepted by ue seen 

genuine to a satisfactory degree. The RSV adopts two (6, 9) of these 

four, definitely rejecting cne which should be accepted (10) while 

  

33, Bauer, A Greok-Englich Lexicon of the New Testament and Other 
Early Christian Literature, translated and e ited ty W. Arndt md F. W. 
Gingrien (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1957), pe 60h.
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Clearly accopting another (9) which is somewhat doubtful (also 127). 

Adding these Zour to the nine already adopted represents an 

acceptance of 65 per cont of this class. °



CHAPTER VIL 

THE UNADOPTED WITNESS SUPPORTED BY ALEPH AND D 

16) Gal. Leh TEXTs vire? Tw “pupriay Ps: GH 33 Mi jor. 

Ph6s Tepe Ti ol. SV *A Keine DG cb; Th 

Guo ef the three primary unclals support the pspyrus, the Sinai- 

tieus only in the first hand. 

The papyrus reading is found in majuscules of Alexandria, Byzantium, 

and Rome, while the other reading finds significant support only in 

Alexandzian sodiees (B, H) and the more important minuscule 33, and P51. 

The reading 77 ep is therefore more widespread. 

Robertson romarks, ". .« . in the N. Tf. the distinction between 77- pe 

and om ep is not very marked in some usages, partly due to the affinity 

in sound and sense"! and a brief giance at the concordance ae under 

virep reveals the common v(ariae) Lfectiones) in which epi is used 

widely and synonymously for bm ep (Gf. Rom. 8:3 and Gel. 2220). All 

internal evidence seens partial to neither reading. 

On the basis of the external evidence tho reading of Ph6 should be 

adopted. 

Tue SV translaticn "for our sins" can express either cause or — 

purpose and allows no clear association. Both werds are frequently 

translated with "for" (compare Heb. 5:26 and fiom. 8:3 with 1 Mim. 226 

and Tit. 2s1h). 

  

1a. 2. Robertson, A Graumar of the Greek New Testament in the Light 
of Historical Research (Nashville: Broadman Press, 193), pe O29~ 
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17) Gal. 2:16 TEXT: Lper res Tnros GH 3» 

piss 72. VC Kone DE pls S 
Two of the three primary MSS. support the papyruse 

Although all three MSS. supporting the text are significant ones, 

taney represent only Alexandria, while the papyrus is supported also in 

Ry zantium and Romee 

Confusion in the order of these two names can no doubt be traced to 

unintentional errors resulting from the ffequent occurence in either 

order. But which of the above readings represents the alteration seems 

impossible to determines In these epistles Nestle reads “- Ds four 

other times (where Pl6 is concerned): Eph. 1213 Phil. 1:63 2:213 Gal. 

2:16b and in the latter two cases only against the witness of Pl6. In 

Gal. 3:1) he reads as : X: in opposition to Pl6. His choice is apparently 

strongly based on the testimony of Be From an analysis of the usage 

from earlier to later Pauline writings in the certain readinrs,;, Sanday 

and Headlam conclude that 1. . i is earlier than Le Lan the vocabulary 

of Paul. “In L ‘ 6 the first word would seem to be rather more 

distinctly a proper naine than in £. . L fanere] i would seem to have e 

little of its sense as a title still clinging to 4toue But this inter- 

esting conclusion can hardly be used here in favor of the papyrus since 

either sense might apply. 

On the basis of the external evidence alone the papyrus reading 

can be adopted. 

  

ur. Sanday and A. Headlam, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on 
_ the Epistle to the Romans (Fdinburghs T. & F-clart, 1902); pp. ste
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fae RSV adopts the reading of the papyrus without any notation! 

18) Gal. 3229 ©‘ TEXTs “Npes ly 2) by G ype LL, 

ph6r & 0D -&. . Hlee. Keine DE pl La; Th 

fhe papyrus has the support of two of the three primary witnessee 

and has an overvhelmingly favorable geographical support. 

The problem does not concern the use of the rare forn “Lp és 3. for 

aL LP L  ) but the use of the adverbial “VY for the relative Bo : 

fhe former is found only here in the NW. 7. (but Rev. 2225 L[prs ov av)y33 

Both forms express the English "until," the reading of the text being 

& crasis for Alpe [povov ib >» "until the time wheni"® But the panyrus 

is best rendered “as leng as" or “while” and this seems less neaningfal 

to the context. The toxt may be favored by the fact that it is a more 

aifficult reading, perhaps even granmatically questionable. The "law 

was added as long as the sced should come” 1.¢., while it was yet in 

PYOHLSGe 

fhe papyrus reading should be rejected for the more difficult text. 

The RSY scems to adopt the snore of the papyrus without notation. 

19) Eph. $3) WARS V0 TOV PY vvciKd 
POs TH prreind A) 726 fe; Th 

the pepyrus is supported by two of the three primary witnesses, 

Aleph varying somewhat in a noneesseitial matter. 

Although their representatives ars strong, Alexandria and Rome 

alone support the papyrus, leaving the majority to support the text. 

4nd even these locales furnish a divided testimony. 

  

3Robertson, op. cite, p- Us12. 
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The shorter reading of the papyrus seems much like an wmintentional 

alteration caused by a Lapsus memoriae in the repetition of 7 o. 5 

prefix in the preceding vers. This seems more likely than a possible 

wmintentional duplication of the prefix. 

The pepyrus reading can thexefore be rejected. 

The RSY translation reveals no specific choice of reading. 

20) Phil. 22h © EME: Tee Exvrov exe To CKom. BH pe. 

PhG: 7. 6. Exerres VC Keine D pl; h 

ALthough the papyrus has the majority support of the major uncials, 

the divided testimony of Alexandria and Roma represents a minority 

supporte 

fhe papyrus reading is probably an wiintentional alteration in 

which the initial sigma of the varb following became a part of the ending 

of Eke 7 7ol. ior does the plural article, wmanimously attested, 

allew for the singular ending, and a singular verb is found only in the 

Koine. 

The papyrus reading ia therefore to he certainly rejected. 

fhe HSV translation admits of no association. 

21) Phil. 2:21 FEX?s Lee orev Ty TOO GB Keine pl. 

piss J. J. Hea. D6 At ag? Eh 

Tuo of the three primary MSS. support the papyrus reading. 

Only Byzentiun and Alexandria, the latter only in part, do not 

substantiate the papyrus. 

{Por intrinsic considerations cf. 17). 

fhe reading of the papyrus should be adopted. 

The RSY adopts the papyrus without notation. 
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22) Phin. hs23 0 TEES Conatted) G6 pe. 

PLG6s tyV s\' A Keene Dipl Ateg 

The papyrus is supported by two of the three primary uncials, and 

only Alexandria end Rome, each with divided testimony, have any signifi- 

sent witness aguinst the papyrus. 

The problem of thia concluding word occurs at the end of nearly 

every epistle and seems to represent, in mest cases, an intentional 

addition te the authentic texteea popular and fitting conclusion which 

was originally found in only a few of the epistles (Gal. ard Rome). 

Of possible significanse also is the commonly preceding bu ov whose 

uncLals, espscially the initial letter, could by their resemblance cause 

the confusion in repetition. The text then reprasents a more "difficult" 

reading. 

On the basis of the internal evidence the papyrus testimony 

should be rejected. 

The RSV rejects the papyrus reading without any notation. 

23) Gol. 3th ‘TEXT: ay wy B Kane al ag 
Ph6:  Yaav Hea. OF pom Let. Th 

fuo of the three primary unclals support the papyrus. 

The Alexandrian tradition is divided in its testimony. While 

Byzentium and Antioch support the text, the Roman tradition supports 

the papyrus. Hence the papyrus reading is not guite so widely attested. 

Tt may be possible that the reading of the text is an unintentional 

alteration resulting from a dittcgraphy of the final q in the inmmodiate- 

dy preceding Bi wn » but it seems; much more probable that the papyrus 

represents en unintentional alteration iy which the eye of the scribe 
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bs. 
read again the similar phrase 7 So Wa Bua in the preceding verse, 

or that the papyrus reading 1s even an intentional attempt at conformity 

of the tuo phrases. 

Ths papyrus resding can quite certainly be rejected. 

The RSV adopts the reading of the text without notation. 

Gonelusions: These eight readings represent 67 per cent of the 

total mumber (12). The oncethird which Nestle adopts constitutes: one 

(33) of the four in Galatians, threo (:8,93 5232) of the four in 

Tyhesians (2), none of the threes (21,213; 4:23) in Philippians, nor the 

ene in Colessians (3:1;). 

That there are only twelve such readings renders this the most sus- 

picLous of those groups in whieh two of the porimary uncials support the 

bepyrus, and it seems te reveal a somewhat doubtful value for Aleph 

in this combination. It was also the combination Aleph - B which found 

less frequent support of the papyrus while E = D ranked highest. Hence 

the papyrus secms to ferret out Aleph as that one to which it gives the 

least support, even less than to Nl The 160 per cent adoption of the 

Alsph = B combination is therefore due to the presence of B, and this 

percentaye would probably not hava been so high had more cases been 

evaluated. 

Three (16, 17, 21) of these eight readings seem genuine md two 

are adepted by the RSV (167). In addition to these the RSV might adont 

ons that is probably not genuine (15). 

Adding these three to the four elready adopted represents an 

Aaceeptence of 59 per.cent of this class. 
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CHAPTER VITT 

THE UNADOPTED WITHESS SUPPORTED BY B 

2h) Gal. 2:13 vaxrs [KCL] Hea. Korine Oia 

Ph6e (cnitted) G 1739 fg. 

Only one of the three primary uncials supports the papyrus. 

Both Alexandria and Rome furnish divided testimony, yet here alone 

does the pspyrus find support. Tho text, on the other hand, has further 

testimony in the Byzantines and in partbage and Antioch. 

Tne interpolation, then, of a comp lerentary mev or Kell eee 
is typical of the Byzantine text and anything but foreign to the 
older witnesses; indeed the "Alexandrians" are as liable to it 
as are the "Westerners" and the distinction of the families is, 
in this detail, often mot maintained. . . e The Alexandrian 
filter . . . was comparatively often foiled by the strong tendency 
against asyndeta and thus allowed a number of interpolations to flow 
dowm to Bygantium. . .. it was not the foolish scribe of PL6 
that managed, time and time again, to pick on the uninterpolated 
wording. 

Hoskier remarks, 

It would be 2 Ore arene who would accuse P46 of omitting all 
these copulas| y €, Kil, OvV, “ey |from sheer carelessness, 
even when cient oon has become clear that far more polishing 
teok place after the original was Launched than has been suppose: 
hitherto, and Pl6 is absolved from many laches attributed: to it. 

The reading of the text seeng to be such an interpolation in view 
A 

: of the preceding AL , and the papyrus reading should therefore be 

adopted. 

  

1 G. Zuntz, The Text of the stless A Disgquisition oon the Corpus 
Paulinun (London? Oxford Titers Press, 1 “1553, poe Lor. 

2 H. C. Hoskier, A Commentary of the Various Readings in the Text of 
ne i istle to the Hebrews in the Chester-beatty Papyrus (Londons 

quartic! h Ltde, 1938), Pe “63 
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@he RSV seens to omit the bracketed Ked ‘ of the Nestle text. 

25) Gel. 2:16 9 mexts Yaer7ev Ta voiv 

py: J. BH 33 [il pe. <4 Wh 
Only one of the primary MSS. supports the papyrus reading. 

only Alexandria and Antioch, the former divided in testincny, 

support the reading of the papyrus. The text has certainly a wider 

testimony. 

The reading of the papyrus probably represents an unintentional 

congrulty wlth the same order of the names in the first part of ths 

verses, and perhaps this accommodation might even be viewed as inten- 

tional. (ef. 17). 

The papyrus reading should therefore be rejected. 

The RSV adopts the Nestle text without notation. 

26) Gal. 3:22 mats [ Tod bcos) Hea. Keine D &) pl Lt j7) 

pu6: (mul) = | Bd Memb} W 
Of the primary MSS. only the Vaticanus supports the papyrus. 

Only Alexandria and Rome, both with divided testimony, favor the 

papyrus reading. 

The brackets in the text show Nestle's doubt (with other editors} 

and the exclanation mark in the apparatus shows his unsettled preference. 

It seems typical of the papyrus to omit Tov beed ef. Gal. 26; Phil. 

L:lk; 3830, Zunts remarks of the singular testimony of Pl6 for a similar 

omission elaamieres "The gradual agglomeration of additions . ..is 

explicable in accordance with the normal features of manuscript tradition. 

e « « Its consistently shorter text bears the mark or genuineness." 

  

3zuntz, op. Gites Pe 32. 
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The reading of the text is possibly eaeH a Later interpolation, but 

Sanders has the opinion-that "the insertion started very carly, if it 

was not rather the original text, and thse omission due to a careless 

error. 

The external evidence seens too strong to reject the reading of 

the text. 

The RSV adopts the Nestle text ‘without notation. 

27) Gal. 3:2) TEXT s Epove Y 

PLS: epeve ro G Ott 

Only cne of the primary 5S. supports the reading of the papyrus. 

Only Alexandria and only the minority of its witnesses (evan 

Clement furnishes divided testimony) support the papyrus witness. 

Tne text presents the perfect tense while the papyrus uses the 

sorist middle re Vosdl e Hei ther resding clarifies the exegetical 

debate over the subject of this verb--whether it be Christ or the law. 

Dees the law itself lead us to Christ or is it the schoolmaster until 

Christ came? An unintentional alteration hardly seems possibie, and the 

perfect of the text seems more expressive of Paul's argument that the 

present result of Christ's past appearance ushered in our new position 

relative to the law. 1 

The papyrus reading is best rejected. 

The RSV makes no specific association apparent, but since it often 

translates the Greek aorist with the English perfect (vs. past) tense, 

  

\tenry A. Genders, A Third Century Papyrus Codex of the aplstles 
of Paul (Ann Arbors University o chigan a 1935), De Sie 
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it is more probable that the text is here translated with "came."> 

28) Gal. i230 TERT ee V He. Kune DE pl; T 
m6: (omitted) = Bf was W 

The hejority of the primary witnesses do not support the papyrus. 

Alexandria and Rome, both with divided testimony, represent a 

ninorlty distribution of the omission. 

In view of the ‘following a j€ this particle might represent an 

intentional insertion, the schoolmaster's "polish" applied to improve 

and balance the text. It is typical of preference for the shorter 

reading in the papyrus. But this consideration seems too subjactive 

here to be made decisive against the external support (cf. 21, 38). 

The papyrus reading should be rejected. 

The RSV trenslation permits no specifie associ ation. 

29) Gal. 6h, TEXT: EKLT 705 = 

PhGs (omitted) B wa; [H/ 

The papyrus has the minority support of the primary unclals. 

Only a part of the Alexandrian tradition (The Sahidic is from Upper 

Egypt) attests the papyrus reading. The text then is much more widespread. 

Lt is difficult to see an alteration of cither nsture in any of the 

two readings, and the use of é i 40 7-09 in association with Ex VTCS is 

frequent and well attested. Only the external evidence can here be used. 

The yapyrus reading should be rejected. 

The RSY translates the Nestle text without notation. 

  

Sprederick C. Grant, "Textual Criticism," An Introduction to the 
Revised Standard Version of the New ana ‘edited by bither A. 

e (Tssued by Onn, 1946), pp. bi 
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30) Gal. 6:12 = TEXT: Wn dinocs Pape ee 

Ph6: 4d CxoLs (C B* 335h 

Only one primary uncial supports the papyrus, and that in the 

first hand only. 

Only a divided Alexandrian tradition attests the papyrus reading. 

The word 77: yAixos is the correlative pronoun "how large," hera 

used as exclamation, and ia found elsewnere only in Heb. 7:h (with 

certain attestation). The shorter classical form in the papyrus is 

found with strong attestation in Col. 2s1 and with less cartainty in 

James 3:5, ani can mean also "how small." Minuscule 41,2 reads Toi KidotS nn 

"how varied.” Although the testimony of minuscule 33 is often quite re- 

Liable and the correction in the VYaticanus points favorably to the papyrus 

reading, no intern2l evidence points to any probable alteration in either 

reading. 

The external evidence speaks for the rejection of the papyrus 

reading. 

The RSV translation suggests no specific associ ation. 

31) Gel. 6:23 war: Tepe TEV Oe Yot 

Py6: 7Ee TET ey pevol EB Ketwe (6) at; Wh 

Only one:of the primary uncials supperts the pepyrus. 

Alexandria and Rome, each with divided testimony, and the Byzantines 

Support the papyrus. This means that each reading has equally wide 

distribution. 

The present passive participle of the text stresses the action which 

is being committed ("those who receive circumcision"), while the perfect 

passive participle stresses the state of those to whom the act of 

cixcuncision has been applied ("those who are/have been circumcised"). 
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Thies discussion in Galatians features the present form more prominently 

(of. chap. 52253 and the inmediate context of the resding). ‘The pre- 

sent tense might rather point to tne people concerned as Gentile con- 

verta, while the perfect to Jews circumeised in childhood. Althaus 

rejects this postulste and says, "Mit der Gegenvartsform konnselchnet 

Paulus die Judaisten ihrer Haltung nach: sie tejahon die Bosehneldung 

und ueben sie. 6 in any case tha reading of the text seems more con= 

sonant with Paul's diseussion of Christian liberty (cf. 1 Cor. 7:18), 

and an alteration in verb form applies to noither reading with peeuliar 

probability. fhe text is therefore probably correct. 

Tac iV translates the Nestle text. 

Epkie ell TEXT s 3 s\’ Keine D at 

P68 6 Hea. 6 fiw § Hf 

Of the primary WS5e, only the Vaticanus supports the papyrus. 

Ww fo
 

ma
s"

 

Alexandyia and Rome, both with divided testimony, represent a 

minerity geographical distribution. 

fhe text adopts the masculine relative pronoun while the papyrus 

suggests the neuter (or the masculine article). Robertson points to 

Gol. 3:1) 28 2 gaod example of the relative not agreeing with antecedent 

and as often gathering "the general notion of 'thing.'"? (ef. 13). 

Hence both readings could be rendered with the same English translation, 

  

eu. W. Beyer and Others, Das Nexe Testament Deutseh: Die Kleinaren 
Briefe des Apostels Paulus (Goettingen: Verlag von waidenhoeck = Hup= 
recht, 1953)» T, Si. iWereafter this commentary will be referred 
to ag NED. 

¥,, fT. Robertson, A Grawmar of the Greek New Testazent in the Light 
of Historical Research (Nashville: Broaduan Press, 193k), pe 713. 
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although the antecedent 77Vé Ud is a neuter. The internal evidence 

slightly favors the more natural neuter, but any postulated alteration 

favora neither readings 

The reading of the papyrus can be rejected. 

The RSV translation admits ne specific association. 

33) Eph. 2228 TEXT: Fru | Hea. Noine DE pl; T 

PL6s (emitted) BG 33 aw /]econ $ WwW 

Only one of the primary uncials supporte the papyrus. 

Alexandria alone (Armenian has a late, mixed testetype) supports 

the papyrus, and its tostimony is divided. 

The bracketed reading of the text implies Nestle's parsonal deubt 

as to lts originality, probably caused by the early testimony of Marcion 

and the significant minuscule 33 together with B. Although the omission 

is probably a somewhat less typical reading, its presence es sn uninten- 

tional alteration is quite improbable. The internal evidence is incon- 

Glusi.ve, and on the basis of the external evidences the payrus reading 

ean be rejected. 

The RSY translates the Nestle text. 

34) Hphe 2:5  gexgs Ty Mpirte? 

PhG6s Ev 7. Phe F pe 5 Wh 

The VYaticanugs is the only primary uncial supvorting the papyrus, and 

it is read only at Alexandria whers the testimeny is divided. 

The phrase ev T. uf * constantly recurs in the immediate context 

feof. 1222, 203 227,9) and it is directly related to the many verbs cou- 

pounded with [Vi in verses 5-6. If the preposition is genuine it is 

an emphatic use (accompaniment) for deseriblng the new life "with® 
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Christ. Hut its presence is probably from an unintentional Japsus 

memorias or error ceuli in which the previcus phrases were duplicated 

(of. 39). 

The papyrus veading can quite certainly be rejected. 

the RSV translates the Nestle text by "with", for eV with dative 

is usually translated tn 8 

35) Behe 3:3 TEXT: ore 

ris (omilled)’ Ghd Aanbat; JH] 
Oaly one of the primary MSS. supports the papyrus. 

Rome and Alexandria, each with divided testimony, offer the only 

support for the papyruse Zunts romarks, 

Z submit that the asyndeton {vis. FG) is original and was oblit- 
erated as in so many others instances. The substitution in FG, 
cf {HP forthe dré of the majority suggests this very pro- 
cess. The asyndeton wae the natural way of commencing the spostle'sa 
recapitulation of his ezedentials ond preferable to the praduction 
of an unwieldy string of dependent clauses precariously attached to 
the preceding phrase by O7T¢ .” 

and dependent on the phrase "if indeed {iec., "as surely”) ye have heard.” 

Thia acholarly analysis is a good conjecture, but the te (preceding 

epvenp ‘ri b ” ) has a precariously peor attestation and should he exect- 

ed alse in Ph6, B, ete. if such is the case here. 

The veading of the papyrus can be rejected, though a decision is 

here difficult. 

fac RSY adopts tne reading of the Nestle text. 

36) Eph. 3:19 quer: 77 "Pe bG Te ets 

PL6: dnp «aby a 33; » 

Se, G. Grant, op. cite, pp. Oz. 
  

Punts, Ope Chie, Be 196. 
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Only one primary uncial, ad only Alexandria, with divided testimony, 

Support the papyrus reading. 

The aorist passive of the text is the second person plural ("that 

you might be filled") while that of the papyrus is the third person 

Singular. The context dictates against the latter choice since Paul 

is here speaking constantly in the second person plural and can hardly 

mean "that he Leee Christ, might be filled with all the fullness of 

Ged" (21) cf. verse 17. Even less possible is the augrestion “that it 

(ro qa yoape ) might be filled." Neither reading can readily be 

untierstood as unintentional alteration and perhaps the papyrus even 

represents an intentional attemmt in accomicdation to chanter 1:23 

where Christ's body is called Te TA np whet ToD TA ypoune you 3 

jence total internal considerations favor the text. 

The papyrus reading shovld be rejected. 

The RSV translates the Westie text. 

Eph. hs2e 9 PRRT: HLS 6 Stay here Te ge NA Bé ob 

PLG: THES Yepree Tk. Pag” Ging Lape ae “ 

The papyrus has the suppers of only one of tis ne HES. sand 

we
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its reading is known only in the divided testimony of Rome {Jerome!s 

original revision) and Alexandria. 

The parallel in 1 Thess. hr:22 includes (0 ¢Z2$ in Aleph, A, 

Keine, pm, but this is an easy dittography of the preceding Tot CO co . 

There B, Dx, G al cppose it and represent the reading of the text, 

whils the witness of tho papyrus is lacking. Another parallel in 2 

Gore 4:12 18 indisputably right in reading The i 5 Ckl5 feprw. The 

different MSS. exhibit many variations in the word order and content of 
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this phrase, tt the great majority of them include the article 7-4 is . 

The adjective in question here is either a type of dittography fron 

this article, or, in the case of the papyrus, haplographie confusion. 

The internal evidence bears out neither reading as more original, 

though the text seems somewhat. mors polished. 

On the basin of the extemal evidence the papyrus reading should be 

rejected. 

the REV. translates "his" and this probably represents the adjective 

in the text, since the R&Y often refuses to remier that adjective 

with Noam #0 

. 38) Fphe ks32 wear: de 

: Ph6: (omitted) Pea GB r9ae al CL; Lal 
Only one of the primary unctals supports the papyrus, bet since the 

Claromontanus, in the first hand only, reads our » the text too is 

supported by only one prote-Alexandrian (Aleph). 

A strong, but divided, Alexandrian testimony is the only locale that 

oui.ts the particle. The representatives of Rome md Carthage resd ovv ° 

Henee Anticch and Bysantiwa together with a few of the important Alex- 

andrines furnish the testimony for the particle. 

Compare 2 and 26. While the omission of the particle might he 

viewed as a type of haplography (from the ending of the preceding pores Ge $e) 

Oo? as a memorLae in which the similar vocalization of syliables 

was heard only once in dictation to the scribe, the inclusion can just as 

readily be seen es a type of dittography. The latter seems more 

  

10, Ce Grant, De cite, Pre hoff.   
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probable in. view of .{1) the preceding succession of K-<¢ ‘“”, for which 

this particle becams a supplement in the conclusion of Paul's list of 

imperatives; and (2) the apparent "polish" in the ovv inserted by 

the textual traditions of Rome end Carthage. The whole verse is best 

read without particular connection to the preceding verse. The internal 

evidencs is more favorable to the papyrus reading. 

The papyrus reading should be accepted. 

The RSY apparently reads the Nestle text. 

39) Eph. Sig tat: Wa Aeois 

pies Ev op. BP pes WA 
Only ons ef the primary uncials supports the papyrus. 

The minority witnesses of Alexandria alone include the preposition. 

The ninth century Porphyrianus is a poor witness. 

The preblem of alteration is here also concerned with the variants 

immadiately following, in which the same preposition is problematical, 

and with the use of the dative with and without the preposition in the 

verse preceding. The insertion at this point probably represents an un- 

intentional alteration, a thoughtless duplication of its previous use 

which is strongly favored by the lesser witnesses. The real parallel in 

Col. 3216 omits the preposition (cf. 3h). 

The papyrus reading should be rejected. 

The SY translation suggests no particular association, but seems 

to translate the papyrus--"in psalms" vs. a dative of means. 

Uivia., pp. Lor. 
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WO) Eph. 5:39 0 make: WILLS VE YM k TIKES 

PG Gy OLS Bd 

Only.one cf the primary uncials supports the papyrus. 

4A cmall winerity of the Alexandrines and ths Roman tradition sun~ 

port the papyrus. ‘he codex Alexandrinus as the reading 7V. év Msperta 

The oveal paraliel in)’ Col. 3:16 includes the adjective, and its 

integrity there cannot be dowbted. Its presence here might well not be 

original, but a later correction based on the parallel, or possibly 

homeioteleuton from the previous 77 vé Vpwtt e This intrinsic evidence 

hardly overcomes the external, but e decision is quite difficult. 

fhe papyrus reading should probably be rejected. 

Tae RSV translates the Nestle text. 

41) Tph. 5:28 9 TEXT: [kee] ol ardp €9 

phé: cv des G 333 W 
the Vaticanus is the only primary uncial thet supports the papyrus. 

The papyrus reading is found only in the Alexandrian tradition, and 

here the testimom is divided. 

The internal evidence is involved with other readings at this points 

Kell av Jpes As Dy G, pee lavt Cl.; ot AVES sleph, Keine, pl. 

sy’, T. ‘The standard formula in this verse (avrwst wo Ate ot text) is 

found throughout tha immediate context: v. 23 WS Ketl O Aperres; 

ve 24 OV Ts Kel Le Gurrtnes: we2s KiGins Kel 6 Lpirros; 

Ve 29 Kai bus Kae o > Lperres » The brackcted A<¢ expresses a 

legitimate doubt by Nestle as a later gloss in the Western tradition of 

Rome, and the article itself seens te be another such intentional 

addition -in harneny with the standard formula found in the context. ‘The 
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shorter toxt docs not represont wuiintentional alteration, and the 

omission of the article ("men"-=collectively) is both proser and com- 

patible with the diseussion (ef. 24). The papyrus reading should 

therefore be adopted. 

fho RSV probably translates the panyrus (ef. ve Zlib), thoush a 

definite asseciation isa hardly possibie. 

2} Bphs 6220 TEXT: evSuvipeir be 

Ph6: Svvipuoirbe B 35 b, jh 

The papyrus has a minority support of the primary unciels and its 

enly locale support is in Alexandria were the testimony is divided. 

Dees the reading of the text represent an unintentional duplication 

from the preposition eV which immediately follows? The compounding 

of the verb and the repetition of the preposition is very common in §. T. 

usage, Less common in the papyri.?? The shorter verb form is less 

commen in N. T. u@age, and it seens more likely here to represent a 

type of hoplography. Omission is here easier than comission. 

All evidence is againat the papyrus and it should be rejected. 

The RSV translation allows no clear association. 

43) Eph. 6220 gext: EV VT 

PhS: ou To o } Ww 

The papyrus has a minority uncial support and is read only in 

the Alexandrian locale whose testimony is sharply divided. 

Paul's wish in the papyrus is "that TI might sveak it (Acc. Neuter) 

boldly" and in the text "damit ich in ihm die Freudigkeit gowinne su 

  

12Robertson, Op. Cite, De 559.  
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reden"*3 whore "ihn" refers toro pucraypiey Tov ede eA tov (7. 19). 

However, Bauer says, "With ev the reason for the 77: P79 Ts hed is 

given, and at tho same time the object of tha free speseh” 4 (italics 

mins). Since this is exhibited in Fauline usaye elsewhere, it would 

seem that the papyrus reading reflects an. intentional adeptetion from 

the veal parallel in Col. i:3, k where tne accusative neuter is firaly 

atiosted. 

The papyrus veading should be rejected. 

The RSV translation allows no specific association but seems to 

translate the papyrus! 

4h) Phil. 1:19 TRET 3 er 

ros Se |= 9 pes Wh 
The minority of primary ultnesses and a singular Locale with 

divided testimony constitute a weak external support for the papyruse 

This variation is not altogether uncomion (cf. Gal. 1:11}. The 

use of Poe more readily expreages the idea that a causal now fol~ 

iowa the previously expressed thought. Yaul rejoices because he 

imows that etc.e, and this seems to be hia precise thought here. The 

papyrus reading might be duplicating the ending of the preceding Ol be 7 

but it is probably dus to frequent variants on this interchange. Nor 

is the adversative (or continuative) dé é altogether flitting here 

(but cf. 57). 

    

WRendtorff in NED, VIII, 83. 

Lis, Bauer, A Greck-English Lexicon of the New Testament and Other 
Early Christian Literature, translated and edited by W. fimdt and POW. 
Gingrich (Chicago: versity of Chicago Press, 1957}, pe 259. 
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Tne papyrus reading should be rejected. 

The SV (probably) translates the Nestle text. 

45) Fhil. 1:22 TRXTs kup AO oped 

Pu62 ————=$ J epic 

Zhe significant Alexandrian uncial represents a minority support 

in both primary witnesses and geographical distribution. 

} The choice between tie future indicative of the text and the 

aorist subjunctive of the papyrus is hardly a gramatical one. The 

phrass7¢ of. ov [eores ® yepresents the only indirect deliberative 

question in the NH. Tf. with future indicative,~? and Robertson says 

further, "It is sometimes uncertain whether we have the subjunctive or 

the indicative. « ee ‘The deliberative subjunctive is retained in 

indirect questions "45 As the text stands the subjunctive’ might be 

the grammarian's choice but the punctuation is here questionable. 

Hort reads what was probably the original sense, ieee, a direct ques- 

tion: 72 Lip. } ov ytd This would negate Robertson's observation. 

If this punctuation is inacceptable then the subjunctive should be 

desired. 

The text is correct--with modified punctuation. 

fhe RSY translation suggests no specific association. 

46) Phil. 3:8 TEXT: (rerens fpr res 

a ToD 5 

Only one of the primary uncials and only a divided Alexandrian 

testimony support the papyrus. 

  

I5pobertaon, op. Cites pe 875 and ps. 93h. 
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(Gf. aleo 11). The problem of the article can be explained both 

as intentional insertion or omission, either from a hort of parallels 

or from confusion with the ending of Lye orov. The omission is 

probably more casily explicable, but its prasence and absence are both 

commen usage for Paul in this lstter. I% would also seem that the 

personal nese (usually without the article) is contextually more to be 

desired than the appelative (usually with the article). But here the 

external evidence alona deserves any decisive vajuc. 

Tho papyrus reading should be rejected. 

The RSV probably translates the Nestle text. 

7) Phil. 3130 text: Ov rw «= Ps VA Dod CE. 

Piss 00 =D Keene & pon Ltings WH 
Only one of the primary uncials supnorts the papyrus, but probably 

also the Glaromontanus in the seeond hand. 

Most of the ALexandrines and a minority representation fron Rome 

favor the text. But the papyrus reading is supported by more textual 

lecales, being found in Alexendsia, Brzentium, Rome and Antioch. 

fnie problem is somewhat difficult both textually and theologically. 

The adverbial of the text might be a confusion from the preceding y TT 3 

though this is not likely. It could represent an intentional alteration 

since "not yet" Ls expressive cf Paul's discussion of his striving and 

pursuit after the. goal, i.¢., the x vir 74725 (we 11). On the othor 

hand 4% is difficult to see the negative particle as an unintentional 

omission of part of the word ou Tid . 

Does Paul say, "I do net think I have captured it yet"--implying 

that the goal is attainable, or docs he say, “I, for my own self, do not  
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think I have. captured it"--implying that he, of himself, cannot be 

successful (since the powe? 4s from Christ)?. The position and presence 

of the emphatic é ¢” speaks in favor of the latter interpretation. But 

the larger context seeme to deny this. Paul here claims, "VYollkomnen 

sein heisst den Tiel ‘nachjagon™6 and this is probably in answer to the 

problem of the Philippians expressed in the question, "Why strive if 

salvation is already declared as possessed?" The recurring nS 77 (ve 12) 

and be 2 Kw (verses 12, 11) scem to express just that 16 

A decision here is very difficult, but the total evidence seens to 

favor the text to a alight degree. 

The RSV probably translates the papyrus without notation! 

48) Col. 2:22 9 aexts ( ovitlid) 

PGs Kd TG 

The papyrus hes minority support. from the uncials and in geographi~ 

cal distribution. ~ 

Special agreements of this nature would seem to establish a close 

relationship between the papyrus and Codex Vatieanus. 

This partcicle of coincidence is here grarnatically fitting?! but 

it seems mich like an unintentional insertion, common with such particles 

as textual "polish." Hera it is probebly a confusion from the following 

Birds (cf. 122). 

‘fhe papyrus reading should be rejected. 

The HSV translates the Nestle text. 

  

ézeingelmann in NID, VIII, 1012. 

L7pobertson, op. cites pp» 112k, 1139. 
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49) Gol. 1:18 | TEXT: xphy 

Ph6: q <. & 1139 fee} [x] 

A minority of the primary uacials and only a single locale with 

divided testimony suppert the papyrus. 

The article here renders the noun neither more absolute or concrete 

in spite of the personification which would expect it. This is evident 

from the lack of the use of the article in the noun following. The 

article, here probably represents a scribal "Improvement" but the internal 

evidence is quite inconclusive (cf. 11). 

The papyrus reading should be rejected on the basis of external 

supporte 

The RSV translation allows no specific association. 

50) Col. 1:22 ‘ ‘TEXT: Lo KLE Ade Sey : 

Ph6s gddepy re (Px) 2 (33) Epa; Wh 

Only one of the primary uncials supports the papyrus--and two of 

  

the Locales, Alexandria and Antioch, with divided testimony. 

’ fhe papyrus and the more significant minuscule 33 have minor 

variations from their reported reading. Both readings are aorist, 

018 put at the papyrus form boing "found only in Christian writers. 

is to be noted that the representative NSS. of Rome and Carthage (D, G, 

it) read the second aorist participle Tiddepevres » Inve 20 

the papyrus and B read the first aorist (text) and the sane form is 

found in the only other usage in Mph. 2:16. It might be said that the 

first aorist form here is. an intentional alteration for the sake of 

  

18auer, Ope Cites Pe 92. 
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conformity with that in vs. 20. But it is rather more difficult to sea 

how the grammatical whims of the Western scribes wuld use first one, 

then the other aorist’form. The participle is certainly wrong and 

the correction in D is probably an attempt.to re-establish the earlier ~ 

first aorist. Hence the tote] internal evidence is inconclusive. 

The papyrus raading should be rejected. 

The RSV translation suggests no specific association. 

51) Gol. 1:27 TEXT: 63 

Pl6r 0. BA6 A Ld; 1 
Only one of the primary uncials and the divided testimony of 

Alexandria and Rome support the papyrus. 

(C£. 13). The tort is not to be rejected on grounds of gender, 

although its antecedont fever T qt ov 38 neuter. In fact this might 

be xrogarded in favor of the text as a somewhat more difficult reading. 

& decision is difficult on the grounds of internal evidence and the 

meaning of both readings could be the same. ‘ 

The papyrus should be rejected. 

The RSV translation sugeests no specific association. 

52) Col. 2:13 TEXTs Yuds 

Pub: 4 pl B 169 aks h 
7 

Only one.pxrimary uncial and only a divided Alexandrian testimony 

support the papyrus. 

(cf. 10 and 23). Verses 13 and 1) offer a context favorable to 

both the second person and third person-<-there are three of each, the 

first three of which are in the second person. The problem of variation: 

in this particular instance is probably due to the very fact that it   
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Stands as the lest (or first) in the series. Hence unintentional al- 

terations are possibilities for each reading, but the more immediate 

context, the proceeding, almost demands the reading of the text here. 

Neither pronoun is found in BD, G, Py al Lat, and this omission could 

possibly be correct! 

The papyrus reading is to be rejected. 

The RSV dees not translate the papyrus, possibly even followe 

the reading of D. 

53) Col. 2215 uxt: € 0€L fF MAT TEV 

Pig ane2 le ee GS; w 

Gnly one of the primary unclais and a divided Alexandrian testimony 

support the papyrus. 

(cr. 24). The longer reading is an apparent interpolation of the 

conjunction either from the preceding e<( which suggests a series, or 

more probably from that parallel series in Eph. 1:21. It furthermore 

seens cvident that the author did not want to connect a participle co- 

ordinately with a transitive verb as is the case in the papyrus. The 

7 Here the "oublic exposure" consisted in the aren O vor €VO5 . 

papyrus exhibits poor scribal work, succumbing to the tendency to 

obliterate original asyndeta. 

The papyrus reading should be rejected. 

The RSY adopts the papyrus reading with notation! 

Sh) col. 2:23 mmr: Add LPec Tey . 
phés fecSéd = B 1039 mn RinbA; fed] 

  

Wpendtor’’ in HTD, VITI, 119. 
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The shorter reading is attested only by one of the wncials and. 

the divided witness of Alexandria (1739 may be the text of Origen) and 

Carthage (nm). 

(Gf. 2h and 53). The presence. or omission of the particle is not 

directly related to the exegetical problem here which arises from 

punctuation (ef. conjactures in the apparatus). Both readincs are 

possible. If omitted, then the castigation consists "in the abuse of 

the pody." A decision is here difficult, but the intentional preduc- 

tion ef asyndeton in the proto-ilexandrians seens quite unique and 

could be questionable eo 

On external grounds the papyrus reading should probably be re- 

jected. 

The ESV translatea the Nestle text. 

55) Col. 3:15 crxt: eV éve Tuer 

Ph6: €V G; & 1737 

Only one primary uncial and a divided Alexandrian witness 

Support the papyrus. 

The papyrus reading is quite certainly an example of haplcgraphy, 

either from the preceding preposition or from the noun ending. The sane 

"one body" of Rome 12:5 is the underlying thought here. But es dittography 

in the text, though lese Likely, is also a possibility. 

The papyrus reading should be rejected. 

The RSY translates the Nestle text. 

56) Gol. 3:23 next: Atl ovK Lv bps TOS 

PLG6s OuK av. G 1137 

  

207mtz, Ope Cite, pp. 207. 
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Galy one of the primary uncisls and a divided Alexandrian witness 

support the papyrus. 

The asyndeton . . . "grace, not food," lays all stress on the 
first member, with which the second is contrasted as inadmissible. 
Where the conjunction is added, as in "demons and not Ged" . . .» 
the second member indicates the true alternative and is corres< 
ponding2y stressed. If this ooservation is correct--and it seems 
to be in keeping with the spirit of the language--. . . the 
addition of A.¢i would pervert the apostolic injunction into 
¥. . e working as though it were for the Lord and net, as it 
ought to be, for men. ~ 

(Cf. 2:8 and 1 Gor. 7:12). This observation seems perfectly ccrrect 

here and the conjunction of the text seens like pure scribal polish. 

Tae papyrus reading should be adopted, in spite of external 

evidence. 

Tae HSV translutes the Nestle text. 

Couclugions: The frequency with which the papyrus corresponds to 

particular readings found in B alone constitutes a general certification | 

of the antiquity of the Vaticanus text. Except for the last claesifica- 

tion i.e., PG alone, this is the largest, comprising no less than 

forty-seven readings. Fourteen {29 per cent) of these are adopted by 

Nestie as follows: 

6 of the 1 in Galatians 
2 of the Us in Fphesians 
2 of the 6 in Philippians 
l of the 13 in Colossians 

Of the remaining 33, only four seem to be genuine (2), 38, hi, 54). 

Only two of these (2h, 1) have probably been adopted by the RSV while 

the other two are definitely rejected. In addition to these, however, 

the RSV nae adopted two (43, 47) and possibly four (397, 537) 
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other readings. In one case (52) it follows neither papyrus nor toxt (7). 

Adding the four genuine readings to the fourtem in the text 

reprosa@ts an acceptance of 38 per cent of this combination. 

Tis combination alse oxhibits the "shorter text" in the lack of 

conjunctions and articles (2h, 26, 28, 1, 6, 5h, 56) and so denon~ 

strates a special sffinity with B. 

That so many readings with such atteatation do not seem genuine is 

a clear warning against the quality of & variant singularly attested by 

the Vaticanus codex and supported by the papyrus} 
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CHAPTER IX 

THE UNADOPTED WITNESS SUPPORTED BY ALEPH 

Gal. 2:22 TEXT: prope Gu pap ED*6 pe bet 
Puss pV: O€ sl “A Kuve ph ag j Th 

Only the first hand of one primary uncial supports the papyrus. 

Strong Roman tradition supporta the text while Antloch and Byzant- 

ium witness for the papyrus. The tradition of Alexandria ie divided. 

Henes the papyrus reading is somewhat more widespread. 

This 

58) 

4n ovi.ginal J € is, in the tradition of the classical writers, very 
orten corrupted to “<P e The opposite chance Likewise occurs, 
but it is far less freauent. . - e .Sishop Lightfoot discussed this 
passage » . . Jand concluded that J¢) , resuming the subject which 
has been interrupted by his defence of himself, is more after the 
Apoatile's manmer, while dep, would seem the obvious connecting 
particle to transcribers. His judgement has now been confirmed by 
Ph6é again opposing Be Lightfoot did not fail to notice the par- 
allels in 1 Cor. xv 13 2 Cor. viii 12: Oé€ there misht indeed be 
supposed to have occasioned the same reading in tie present passage. 
These, however, are for once, genuine paraliels. The superficial 
appropriatenesa of /<f is here so striking that it could hardly 
have been dislodged if it had been in the text from the first. It 
aues its existence, heye again, to a mistaken effort at clarifying 
the apostle's thought. 

argument is truly convincing (cf. hh). 

The papyrus reading should te adopted. 

The SY translates the Westie text. : 

eee) ) 5 J s 
Gal. 3128 0 mT: 265 Eo ve eV [perry Lyrod 

) ? 5 * 
Py6s ET TE Lper ros Dts me\eih, 

Only one of the primary uncials (in the first hand) and the 
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divided testimony of Alexandria support the papyrus. - 

Confusion here was evidently caused by the more comion phrase él 5 

eV --"into one" (cf. 1 Cor. 12:13) and from the following ez o€ 

vuet 9 Aft (rod. It was a natural correction to assume that this 

phrasa ("but if you are Christ's") was followed by the statement of. the 

papyrus, ("you belong to Ghriat Jesus"), especially in view of the fact 

that the Dative ‘Lqc05 could be taken as a genitive (sane form), as 

the scribe in the papyrus apparently thought. The unique thought ex- 

pressed in the text can hardly be an intentional alteration, unlike the 

papyrus, and other hands in the Sinaiticus were aware cf thie original 

thought. 

The papyrus reading should therefore be rejected. 

The HSV translates the Nestle text. 

59) Gal. W:23 TERT: Sek = 7H5 enn ped ies 

Pi6s 62 em. WAC at ; A 

Only one of the primary wicials and a divided witness of Alexandria 

Support the papyrus. 

(Gf. 11}. The omission of an article in Pb6 will always be viewed 

2 But this is an apparent exception, a case in which with suspicion. 

the papyrus has not succumbed to scribal polish. It is more difficult 

to classify the shorter reading as elthexs an intentional or wuintentional 

omission. Paul is speaking of the. mamer or nature of two different 

births and the shorter reading is in direct contrast to KkTR Te Mp Ke 

(ef. Rome 929 for an exact parallel in the moaning of "promise" as 
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- used heve). Although it might be argued that a specific promise is 

here being referred to with the use of the article, the other internal 

considerations seen more weighty. : 

The papyrus reading should be adopteri. 

The RSV translates "through promise" and this might be the papyrus 

reading without notation! : 

60) cate ies wear: Se Aypue BAD ob. at Kine fom ag; 5) 
mes 52 Abeta (KC 6 Lt An; Th 

The witnesses in a erantheaee above also read/omit Arsp but read 

(*/ for be é (cf. 57). (Since the problem pertains primarily to the 

omission rather than to the reading of Pr for Se : this reading has 

noikeen treated in the last chapter.) 

Oniy one of the primary uncials supports the papyrus and its reade 

ing is witnessed by the divided testimony of two locales, Alexandria 

and Reme. HEesides these two locales the text is also read in the tra- 

ditions of Antioch and Byzantium. Hence it is more widely read than the 

papyrus and has the majority support of the primary uncials. 

Two considerations favor the papyrus readings (1) it is the simplest 

grammatically and expresses best the point that Mt. Sinai is not in the 

promised lands> (2) 3% omits whet could be dittography on two counts; : 

{a) a duplication of the previous Aap or, better (b) a corruption 

of the econjunction “Pp e But tio peer nage Sone eens favor the 

text: (1) It is difficult to ses how 7 or Aap exept into all ex- 

cept three of the witnesses cited above if it was not in the original, 

  

3u. W. Boyer and Others, Das Neue Testament Deutsch: Die Kleineren 
Briefe des jporters Paulus (Goattingen: Verlag von Bandenhoeck & hup— 
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Since the papyrus is the only early witness omitting it. If the text 

seens to represent dittography, then it seems even more likely that the 

papyrus represents haplography; (2) The somewhat more difficult reading 

of the text ("the word Hagar is Ht. Sinai”) probably cormends it as a 

réading which lacks the simplification cf scribal polish. The internal 

evidence favors neliher reading, and the external svidence is decisively 

in Saver of rejecting the papyrus reading. 

The RSV translates the Nestle text and recognizes the papyrus 

with a footnote. 

61) Phil. 3:7 TEXT s YAhd 

rub: Comtled) \i* Ae poe. dd; T 
Only one of the primary uncials (in the first hand only) and the 

divided witness of Alexandria and Rome support the papyrus. 

‘he internal evidence here ie most problemetical. The reading of 

the text seems so much liko homoloaricton-efrom the following verse. Yet 

1% would seem that Paul has here approached the antithesis of hia pre- 

vious discussion (vse. 6) and od Dad is then most cortsinly to be 

expected. This expectation probably accoumts for the polished corract- 

ion in the Sinaiticus. But this evidence is perhaps net stron enough 

to diseredit the external factors. 

She papyrus reading should probably be rejected. 

The RSY translates the Nestle text. 

62) Col. 1:18 TEXT s Ex TWV Vekp av 

Ph6és 7 Y. s\’ ne Lr ; 

The first hand of one of the primary uncieals and the divided tra- 

dition of Alexendrie and Rome (the latter in the European text of 
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Irenaeus) alone support the papyrus. 

Yelther reading is without mich Pauline usage and it is easier to 

sé0 an unintentional omission in the papyrus than an intentional in- 

sertion in the text. The thought here is partitive, and the preposition 

might be more expressive of it. The second hand of Aleph is probably 

a Legitimate correction of the original blunder... "In the N.T. the 

partitive relation is usually more sharply defined by prepositions."4 

The pepyrus reading should be rejected. 

The RSV (probably) translates the Nestle text. 

Conclusions: That the papyrus is not favorably disposed to the 

Codex SinaitLlcus in special agreements is here further evident. Only 

nine such readings are cited by Nestle. But of these nine he adopts 

four: one (2:6) of the five in Galatians, all three (lj:73 52313 621) 

eases in Ephesians (2), and none of the singular instances in Phil. 

3:7 and Col. 1:18. 

Only two of the remaining five seem genuins. The RSV probably 

adopts one of these (59) but rejects the other (57). 

Adding these two te the four in the Nestle text represents an 

aceeptence of 67 per cent of this combination. This high percentege, 

however, is probably a somewhat Gistorted evaluation since it is based 

on only a few cases. 

It may be noteworthy that in this text-group (1) almost all of the 

papyrus readings are shorter; (2) most of them seem quite genuine (cf. 

the conclusions in chapter six); (3) especially the first hand of Aleph 

has the papyrus support. 

  

ba, f. Robertson, A Granmar of the Greek New Testanent in the Tight 
of Historical Research (Nashville: Hroadman Press, 19s)» De 50e6 

   



CHAPTER X 

THE UNADOPTED WITNESS SUPPORTED BY D 

; =) , 

63) Gale us26 9 TEKPs Eve FyENL Swe d Ciel op i 
PGs - £o~ ap kl D 

Only one of the primary unciels (in the first hand only), represent- 

  

ing the divided testimony of one locale (Rome), supports the papyrus. 

The prevent subjunctive of the text emphasizes continued "preach- 

ing" while the aorist subjunctive of the papyrus is less iterative. The 

preceding aorist infinitive might have led the seribe to write the 

acrist here, but 1t is more probable that it is the direct result of 

indistinct dictation. Both words are, however, contextually good and 

probably read by Claromontanus. It is unique that this reading should 

be peculiar to D and the papyrus, without any other support. 

The papyrus reading should be rejected, especially in view of the - 

external testimony. 

The RSV translates the Hoestle text. 

6h) Gal. 3rtha TRXTs Lares A CTTW BY 

pues 7. AC Kone D6 pl;Th 
Only one of the primary uncials supports the papyrus but its 

reading is widely attested--Alexandria (divided), Byzantium, and Rome. 

(cf. 17 and 21). The order of these words in the papyrus is 

popular both ways, but somewhat more common in the order as found in the 

text here. The text here is probably a confused order from the parallel 

in Eph. 1:3--a verse which the seribes undoubtedly knew well. 

A decision is difficult here, but the papyrus reading should 
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probably be adopted. 

The HSV translates the papyrus without notation. 

65) Gal. 3:ly> TEXT: ety Edin 

Phé: ev ape D*6 pe A Meir Anh. Eiphh. 

Only one of the primary unclale (first hand only) and the divided 

testimony of Alexandria, Rome, and Carthage support the papyrus. 

The ev doped ("blessing") is not spoken of elsewhere as being 

"of the Spirit", but the “promise (text) is so used epexegetically. 

it is difficult to see now the longer word could be unintentional 

alteration of the shorter, and the latter could well be homoioarkton 

(ef. ve lha). The "promised Spirit" will be received according to 

Pauline theology, and the secend hand of the Claromontanus is probably 

a restoration of the original. 

The papyrus reading should be rejected. 

The RSY translates the Nestle text. 

66) Gal. 5:7 TEXT: ad y beid 

Pu6s 7777 4. CK ne DE Gh; S 
Only one of the primary unci.als end the divided testimony of 

Alexandria, Byzantium, and Rome support the pepyrus. 

The article is in all probability a later "polished" insertion in 

& small lacuna here which resulted from a different punctuation at this 

point due to the additional ending #77 x eve wee Gerben G it ve%. 

The papyrus reading should be rejected. 

The RSV translation allows no specific association. 

  

ij. Bauer, A Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament and Other 
Early Christian Literature, translated and edited by W. Arndt and I. We 
Gingrich (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1957), p. 260. 
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67) Gal. 5:22 TRETs Lio Ko povrse 

Ph6s —— puree pé 

Only one of the primary MSS. and the divided testimony of Alex- 

andris (P16) and Rome support the papyrus. 

@he wish is. expressed in the text with the future middle indicative, 

in the papyrus with the acrist middle subjunctive. On the usago of mood 

after eden oY Robertson seys, "This unfulfilled wish cecurs only three 

times in the N. T.: once with the aorist . . » (1 Cor. h:3), and twice 

with the imperfect. o « e 0 eA €Ao0V occurs once elso with the 

future. - « » However, we do find the fut. ind. fer a future wish. So 

Gal. 5:12."2 Hence the text is unique in being the only future indicative 

used to express the "impossible wish." This uniqueness speaks for its , 

genuine character and the papyrus reading is probably a scribal blunder. 

The papyrus should be rejected. 

The RSV probably translates the Nestle text. 

68) el. S22 TEXT: ape T7089 Lyre 

pié: fe Kone DE Led ag? Metin Cb 
The papyrus reading is supported by one of the primary weials and 

represents Alexandria (divided testimony), Byzantium, Rome, and Antioch. 

Hence its geographical distribution is slightly better than that of the 

text. 

It is net difficult to see in each reading a type of alteration of 

the original, whether that was one word or two. The most likely 

  

2a. F. Robertson, A Greumar of the Greek New Testament in the Lignt 
of Historical Research (Nashville: Broadman Press), p. 923.    
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possibility ie that the papyrus is an intentional omission based on 

Faul's description in Rom. 8:9b. ‘Tne omission is perhaps also an casier 

error than a supposed interpolation. 

The papyrus reading should te rejected. 

The RSV tremslates the Nestle text. 

69) Boh. lik 9 PEK: TOLS «oP TLV 

PLS: = ODEN: D 
One primary wncial and the divided witness of Rome and Alexandria 

Support the omission. 

(of. 14). Although the longer reading might be explained es an 

intentional attempt at conformity with other standard introductions 

(ef. especially Fhil. 1:1), it seems much more likely that the triple 

consecutives—O2ZS in the preceding words resulted in a type of haplo- 

graphy in which the article, already once used, was omitted. The 

article here is especielly Pauline, alnost bearing the force cf the 

relative prenoum. 

Tae papyrus reading should be rejected. 

Ths RSV (probably) translates the Nestle text. 

70) Eph. 23h = take Lyk ry Lu Tos 
Phés dp D*6 pe. TD 

The first hand of one of the primary uncials end the divided 

testimony of Alexandria and Rome wlth that of Carthage support the 

shorter reading. These considerations give the text a slight preference. 

The papyrus does not readily represent an alteration, either in- 

tentional oz unintentional, yet the iatter ie more likely than is an 

intentional insertion for the reading of the text. 
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The papyrus reading should be rejected. ae 

Tne RSV (probably) translates the papyrus! 

71) Eph. 3:20 9 TEXT: V Wep Wl Te 
Pl6: Wel Th D6 La 

The papyrus is supported by one primary uncial and is read only 

at Rome and Alexandria (P):6). 

In view cf the v rep which follows the reading compounded in the 

verb v TEP ExT Ep t ToD, the papyrus scribe can be charged with haplo- 

graphy while the seribe of the text can be similarly liable for a type 

of dittography. The unintentional insertion of the preposition seens 

less likely than its omission and the typically shorter text of the 

papyrus probably represents the blunder. But ea decision is here 

difficult. 

Largely on the basis of external evidence the papyrus reading 

should be rejected. 

The ASV translates the Nestle text. 

72) phe h:9 TEXT: Toe KLTSTepd APY 

pls 7. K. D*6 ragh LE ar 
Only the first hand of one of the great unciels supports the 

papyrus 

Antioch (late) and Garthage together with the divided traditions 

of Alexandria end Rome have the shorter reading. This distribution 

slightly favors tne papyrus testimony. 

As in the papyrus, the adjective is used substantively in the LXX 

(Ps. 139215), but this is a hapax legomenon in Pauline usage, with or 

without the noun. The sequence —7<>4 KP TS wight lend itself 

well to the omission of ALPF as a typo of haplography. But it is 
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Significant that the "descent" here referred to is nowhere else described 

as being to certain * MEP 2% Although the Longer reading certainly 

appears to be soribal polish, its unique nature speaks for its originality 

and the total conflicting intemal evidences make a decision here diffi- 

Culte 

papyrus reading should probably be rajected. ia
 

a ni 

Tne RSV (probably) translates the Westle text. 

73) Eohe $32 TRET s 1 eel Buds 

PEs 7%. 29 po Keone D6 pm Let ng LPT 

Oniy one of the primary 155. supports the papyrus. 

Rone, Bysantium, Antiech, and the divided witness cf Alexandria 

represent a favorable distribution of the papyrus reading 

(C2. 10 and 23). The phrase immediately following is correctly 

read Uirep UA @/ . Paul has been spesking in the second person 

(text) and the question is wiether he changes person already here or in 

ke phrase following wich is coordinately joined to this qyergret. 

The papyrus is certainly smoother in the context and therefore more 

likely on intentional alteration. Perhaps it is even an unintentional 

honoloarkton from the preceding word of the following phrase.? 

Tae total avi dence reniers a decision difficult but the papyrus 

reading should probably be rejected. 

fhe RSV translates the paprrus without notation! : 

7h) Boh. 5320 TEXT: 740 bes Kee TTP e 

  

3H. We Beyer and Others, Das Neue Testament Deutsch: Die Kzelneren 
Briefs des Apostels Pavlus (Goettingen: Verlag von hangenhoeck 
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Phés Ted Traral Kite be D*G 64 n0s 

Only the first hand ef one of the primary uncials and tie divided 

testimony of Rome and Alexendria support the papyrus. 

An exact parallel. to the text is Col. 3:17 where the order is 

certain. It seems quite prebable that an elision occurred, either 

vocal or by sight, bstween 7 ¢U and Ow and tha seribe of the 

Ppapyruc then appended Koll beg e ‘the second hand of D is probably 

an attempt to restore the original Pauline formavla, since its reading & 

is not Pound elacwheve (cf. lish; 52203 6:23). But this very .migueness 

might possibly favor the reading in the papyrus. The internal evidence 

as inconclusive. 

The papyrus reading should be rejected. 

The RSV translates the Nestlo text. 

75) phe 623 wauPs KATH Top Kd Kuploes : 
P62 Kuploes A.o, Kone OF af; 2 & s 

(me of the primary uncieis, the Bysantine tradition, and the 

divided testimony of Rome end Alexandria support the papyrus. These 

facts slightly favor the text. 

While it is difficult to exolain the reading of the text as being 

either Ieind of alteration, it is quite possible that the papyrus reading 

represents an attraction of Kup dot 5 to the preceding article TALS 

by virtue of their similar endings. 

The papyrus reading should be rejected. 

The HSV translation indicates no specific association. 

76) Phils 1:23 tur: €25 To xveA Dowel 

PhSs 77 of. DE 
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Oniy ons of the primary uncials end the divided testimony of 

Alexandria and Rome support the papyrus reading. 

fhe articular infinitive, with or without a preposition, is 

common to Pauline usage The omission is a more likely error thon the 

insertion, especially in view of the fact that the context, preceding and 

following, is literally crowded with exanples of the articular infinitive, 

and all. are withent a preposition! The omission then is probably the werk 

of a sarclessly consistent seribe and the epecial meaning here should 

emand the preposition. 

Tne papyrus reading should be rejected. 

fae RSV translation nee cates no specific association. 

77) Phil. 2:3 TELE: mY ENet 

PG: 77/20 ng24 évol DI 2k 

Only the primary uncial from Noma and the divided witness of 

Alexandyia (I) support the papyrus. 

The sompounded varb would be an accentuation of the following vrep- 

€ L OVT“A5 4, and if it connotes "consider better" rather than 

"Gonsidex" (qyecer Bat ) then it represents the expected form.” 

The papyrus hardly represents an unintentional alteration, although it 

Gan possibly be charged with a polished text. But the internal evidence 

as & whole seems to favor the longer reading. 

Qn the basis of external evidence the papyrus reading can be re- 

jeeted e 
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The RSV translation indicates no specifie association. 

78) Phil. 2:5 TT: Touro d, ovelTeée 

a ea Pp. Kewe 06 pt det oy 
Sniy one of the primary uncials supports the papyrus but its 

veading has the wider support, being found in Byzantium, Rome, Antioch, 

and Alexandria (divided). 

(Gf. 2). The papyrus is unusual hers in that it represents the 

longer reading, including the copula instead of following its ususl 

custom of omitting it. The use here would be inferontial, "so, then.” 

Neither reading is easily understood as unintentional alteration and 

fee » &O appropriate here, misht again represent scribel polish. 

The internal evidence sheds its weight on neither reading. 

A decision here is very difficult, but the papyrus should prob- 

ably be rejected. 

fhe NSY translates tne Nestle text. 
2 7 

79) Phil. 2:15 TEXTS 2 VL peer Be B 

Ph6: Lid (ev7re AD‘ LAT 

Only the first hand of one primary uncial and the tradition at 

Roms and Alexandria (divided) support the papyrus. 

The middle ending in tho aorist is invariably used with this verb 

and the active ending suggested in the papyrus is an unusual form. Its 

uniqueness almcst seems impossible, probably the blunder of a forgstful 

seribe or from a veconstruction after omitting the sigma. The second 

hand of the Claromontanus is a correction of this difficult form. 

fhe papyrus reading. should be rejected. 

fhe RSV translation. renders no specific association possiblc. 
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60) Phil. 3:22 TEXT: (emitted) 

PhGs 4 45y Se Sinkbupett D6) Ab gba: 

Only the first hand of one of the primary uncials and the Locales 

cf Garthage, Alexandria, and Rono (divided): have the longer reading. 

  

this distributicn slightly favors the text. 

While 1% is difficult, rather impossible, to see in the longer 

reading an unintentional insertion, it is very possible that y oO 7) 

can be a simple dittography from the imeediate context. Nextle suggests 

the possibility that the papyrus represents an interpolation from 1 

Cor. ksh, but this seems rather strained. The vers Oe SL Keli os pitt is 

probably an interpretive interpolation for Faul's 7 ere, ei a fat . 

The insertion is not necessarily counter to Paul's claim te a forensic 

justification, though such a thought might have caused seriipal correc- 

tion in the Claromontanus. 

The papyrus reading should probably be rejected. 

’ne SY translates the Nestle text. 

€1) pide bes mers Oc dure SE Kel 

phés 015#7TE Keli D* 69 pe 

The papyrus is supported by the first hand only of one primary 

wmcial and the divided tradition of Alexandria and Korie. 

(Cf. 38). while the text might be Wewed es representing a type 

of dittegraphy (from the concluding syllable of 02 6. <TE ), the 

papyrus reading might be haplography on the same basis. Neither 

reading would seem to concern the problem of intentional alteration. 

tf any conclusion is here draun, the reading of the text is less easily 

impugned as-lecking seribal polish and the correction in 2 might
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indicate this. But the internal evidence is indecisive. 

On the basis of external considerations the papyrus reading should 

be vejected. 

A specifie choice cannot be discerned in the. RSV translation. 

62) Phil. 4:26 TEXT els Trav Lpecey feet 

Ph6: 7 Ys A AO” ¢1 fee. 
unly the firstuand of one primary uncial and the divided testimony 

of Home and Alexandria support the papyrus. 

Another hand in D reads pee J and this reveals the scribal 

problem over whether or not fpeetev was to he understood as the direct 

object: ("you sent help to me"-=-text) or not ("You sent money/gifts 

for my nead."). This probkem must be solved by an evaluation of 

soo es #if. . The dative seems correct and this would call for the 

prerosition, unless EL5 be taken with [pete te express purpose. 

The latter is an equal probability. But best of all is the probability 

that the dative of possession is here implied, "you sent (gifts) for my 

need." Although this intrinsic evidence is inconclusive, it scems more 

probable that the papyrue represents an intentional omission. 

The papyrus reading should probably be. rejected. 

The ROV seems to translate the papyrus, with notation. 

83) Col. 2:13 EXP: 7elS TTP 

PhS: EV 70t5 THp- AC Keine OG poms 9 

Only one of primary unelals supports the papyrus which is read in 

Byzantiwn and the divided tradition of Rome and Alexandria. This is 

Still a winority distribution, though only to a small degree. 

The exact paralleis in Enh. 2:1,5 do not have the prenosition. At 

first glance the text seems to be an intentional attempt at conformity
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to these. The action cf the seribe in D makes this even more probable. 

Here ho has ist the preposition stand, waile in the case of the following 

noun { 2K (pos VOT bd ) he hae elimineted it. He was apparently 

processing his text to remove scribal yostehs yet he left the first 

preposition in the text, and this would seem to indicate that he must 

have had good reasons for doing this. However, this conjecture is very 

subjective and concerns itself with a preposition that could often ba 

inserted erroneously. 

On the basis of the extemal testimony the papyrus reading should 

probably be rejected. 

Tho MSY translation makes no-specifiec association apparent. 

Papyrus is found in only one of the major wcials, this grouping or 

@sscclation seems most significant. 

Nestle adopts only ons (Gal. 6:10) of the twenty-two readings in 

this clase and so demonstrates his suspicious attitude. But it is 

noteworthy that there are more than twice as many such special agree- 

ments with D alone as there are in combination with Aleph alone. &t 

the.very least this proves the antiquity of many readings peculiar to D. 

but very few of these veadings seem genuine. Only one (6) of the 

twenty-one might bs so called. This does not indicate that the papyrus 

6 is a forceful caveat against the singuler attestation of 3D, but rather 

thet the pspyrus has many agreements in error with it! Three readings 

werme-te var, 

6a. Uunts, The ae of the Epistles: 4 Disquisition Upon the Corpus 
Paulinun (London? thtord Ghiversloy Pre i “\555}, Pele. = the 
Cpposite opinion is eintonnate 
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(72, 73, 78) have. not been adopted but call for special recognition. 

it is often difficult to assess the choice of the RSV translators. 

They too adopt no. 6, and probably also one more (82). 

Adding one genuine reading to that already in the text represents 

an acceptance of only 9 per cent of this class. 
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GHAPTER XI 

TUE UNADOPTED WITNESS SUPPORTED BY NTITHER ALEPH, B, OR D 

In the evaluations of readings supported by the papyrus alone, a 

slight variation in procedure has been adopted. Since none of the 

primary uncials support the papyrus reading, the external evidence is 

always completely negative; avi unleas the geogravhical distribution 

is of some possible significance, 1% too has not been noted. The lack 

of mention of both of these factors is therefore to be taken as comletely 

negative agsiust the papyrus readinge 

therever i% hag teen possible the repreduction of the papyrus text 

by Sanders” hes been consulted for these readings. Many of the eon= 

clusions made are derived from those observations and would not ba 

apparent from the Nestle text. 

When the HSV neither edopte the papyrus reading nor mekes any 

montion of it in a footnote, no reference to that translation is made. 

Because of the totally negative external support, none of these 

readings are adopted as genuine. Any that are noteworthy and seem to 

compel acceptance en the basis of internal evidence alone are noted as 

such and are referred te in the conclusion to the chapter. 

Gh) Gole2e6 cexPs EY LP: re fperrey @) 

pubs eV Yo. Fas"? 6 [Tein Trt, E pl. 

ene woe warns aes | 

hienry Ae Sanders, A Third Su aes ies of the Epistles of 
Paul (ann & Arbors University of Michigan a 
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It is to be noted that the cadex Claromontanus doea: not simply 

include Xperred but reads Ty TOU 4 ° 

Nestle considers the claim to originality of the omissicn as very 

Strong ("§") and marke the omicsion as a probable reading ("vid") in 

tha papyrus since the writing is hore quite illegible. At. first the 

insertion seens quite unusual einee ToD Keth Zor OV7T25 might be 

taken to refex to Christ! hen Paul. says, “from hin (i.e. Christ) whe 

valled you in the gvace of Christ." But verse 15 shows us thst the 

"Galler" through whose grace one is called is apparently nob Christ, 

Since the one who calls is differentiated from “his Son" whom he req 

veals (but cf. 83). Although x “ets ia most often 705 Beod 

{as probably clso in ve 15), the frequent Pauline benedicticns are 

anple substantiation for the use of 2 Hepes Lpicre Dy and verse 15 

is net nesessarily ea serious contradiction, though a vorthuhile con- 

Sideration. The illegible papyrus reading might even be an attempt to 

correct, or erase this apparent contradiction since it dees not seen 

precariously clese to the worn edge ef the paryrus sheet. Boyer@Althaus* 

reads the papyrus, but the internal evidence doos not seen to demand the 

onission. 5 

Bs) cade ans man Ke KAAS oUS Sen THs fseuTos duTed 

rg: (owitted) Or. 

Such a significantly large emission might initLate an association 

of Origen with the papyrus! 

  

2H. We Bayer and Others, Des Neue Testament Deutseh: Die Kleinoren 
Briefs des Apostels Paulus (Goettingen: Verlag von bandenhoeck © up= 
recht, ss Vill, 6» hexeafter this commentary will be referred 
to as NTD.  
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The omission is related to verse 6 (of. &j). Since it is not 

found in the papyrus it is even more difficult te see why Mperre J in 

that verse should have caused the scribe soma trouble. Sinee the 

omitted phrase constitutes a whole line in the papyrus, it is beyond all 

doubt a seribal blunder in which the eye of the seribe skipped a line. 

6) Gal. 2:9 SEKEs Lix wpos Kate Ky p <5 

pl6: 7, Keb Wer pos Ee 

The codex: Claromentanus witnesses to furthar cenYvusion here with 

the reading Jérecs x. Tdi yes, 

The Reman end Byzantine traditions. read the Greek name 11 é7p05 

throughout this portion (compare verses 7, 8, 11, 1h). Sniy here dees 

the papyrus not read the Aramsic X& 7 pis 8 The context of the whole 

letter seeme to indicate ae predominantly Gentile addressee? and this 

would favor the use of the Greek term in the papyrus. Had it already 

been questioned whether this Gephas was the apostle Peter?! This 

hardiy seems probable. ‘ne papyrus seems to represent an unintentional 

continuation of the Greek name usage in verses 7 and §&. 

87) Gal. 2:12 TERE s TZ Vol dS Lare To Keofov 

Phée Tv es pele da £g°a* 

The singuler indefinite pronour: (vse plural) of the papyrus is 

in agreenent with the singular verb following ice, qh B eV (cf. 1, 

88). The singular can be tho result of (1) simple scribal omission of 

final sigma, especially in view of the following £170 3 (2) a 

seme: 

3ibide, Pe 1. 

be Bauer, A Greek-Inglish Lexicon of the New Testament and Other 
terati Slated and Gdited by We Amdt and G. We 

Feat, Sat atiee Eee reaet ey of Cateago Press, 1957)» pe 660. 
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correction in agresmsnt with the Verb 7d bev which is homoloarkton 

from verse 113 (3) misunderstanding 772 as referring to the 

Cephas who alco “cane! (ee ee, Mel ). 

68) Gal. 2:22 9 PRKT: oO 77 rocev 

Pu6s _— 4 Zov 

(cf. 2 and 87}. The pepyrus reading is moro accurately reproduced 

as Tovyr Yetov ” and it is not difficult to see the problem of the 

Scribe in seeing the plural form or hearing, from the itacism, the 

singular form. Although the scribe of the papyrus hed spparently mis- 

understood the account, this can hardly be the cause of this particular 

error since 14 makes good sense, in spite of 72V~ end A A bev (cf. 

V5. 13 TVY— uri ou A oL7ol). Perhaps the singular here even re- 

presents ar unintentional honoloarkton which occurred when the seribe 

had already seen or heard the following 7 d oO év and wrote thet ending on 

the vresent word! 

69) del. 2mm mame HLL 20K Lovidinws Gp F 

rhé: Os G09 A Mobo®: 
fhe Long omiesion makes good sense, is well nigh impossible to ex- 

plain as an alteration, and commends itself as original in’view of the 

fact that the Zong reading has many variations and seems to bear the 

nerks of seribal polishe-a clarifying adaptation from the style follou- 

ing in ve 18 Kt 00K 25 él voy whe text might also be a partial 

duplication of the following 62 oD JovdéLeSs The internal evidence 

certainly favors the papyrus reading. 

  

  

sanders, Ope cite, pe 101.  
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90) Gal. 2:26 Tits cldorTes Se 

pPhé: €2 dares A Kore ob ag 

The geographical distribution of the papyrus reading is considerably 

g00d, though not better than that of the text. 

(GP. 2 and 38). Tne question is one of sexibal polish in the text 

or else a simple blunder in the papyrus. The sense of the passage 

would seem to demand the particle of contrast here but the internal 

6vidence is quite inconclusive. ' e 

92) Gal. 3839 TEXT: von 09 5 Tov rr4pupeireny fap mporeredy 

ior vemos TOV mpiFewr ee) 

Here the papyrus seribe must have bsen very sleepy, or else hs 

falsely associated 777 Leu with the frequent mention of ¢& eppay 

Yo, “0 3a the preceding discussion at 2:16; 3:2,10. But Pauli. never 

speaks of the (9405 TAY mpigewy and henee the formar accusation 

seems mors probable. The evident almilarity in the noun (cf. also De 

TP S0¢ “Ete ), the Lack of recognizing the pause after Yoseos > 

the haplographic “fpes of eA by which should have been preceded 

by the siniler JApev mpovEre Pana read if pes AV (ef. 18), 
e=these are more then enple testimony of a confused or tired seribe. 

92) Gal. 3:21 0 wext: SA’ voued a yy 
2 3 

PL6: EV vou BV 2 ; 

"Righteousness" is described by Paul both in terme of £47 Youov 

(ef. Rom. 20:h) and ZY vead4d (of. Gal. Sth). Much confusion exists 
in this phrases B also reads ZV with a different word order while D 

and Aleph both read €4 . Tho preposition <V might here be a ditto- 

graphy from the initial VY in V¥ One » Since the final Yis often 
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indicated. in the papyrus with a stroke over the preceding vowel.© 

The order of -2V 7 ¥ seems more natural but the total intrinsic evi-~ 

dence is quite inconclusive. 

93) Gal. hs6 Texts TOD Viod LvT0b 
Phé:  LUTOD (Maer 2) 

(C2. 26 and 8). The omission might be considered represmntative 

of an unpolished text since 1+ opposes any possible accomodation on the 

nedel of verse . But it seoms more like a careless error, a type of 

haplography. i it is vemenbered that this phrase together with the 

proceding 6 beds re Tyetueconsist only of two or thres-lotter 

abbreviated forma in the papyrus, then the confusion ov omission is readily 

understandable. But the internal evidence is not finally conclusive. 

$4) Gal. slo EXP s Witt Tope rhe 

PSs TAhpAT Up oy. VTES 

The papyrus, reading the participle, centinues the question raised 

in verse 9 ( WiDS ) and would seem to put the question mark, as Tischen- 

dorf reads, at the end of verse 10. In fact, however, the papyrus has 

no lacuna there, unile 4% found after verse 9. Both readings make 

geod sense and tho papyrus is probably even smoother. The internal 

evidence favors neither reading particularly. 

95) Gal. bell TEXT: KEWOMLLKL 

Ph6: SKomibl Tet 1137 

{he.aorist ending of the papyrus, as also the perfect in the text, 

would be detezmined sclely by the- way in which the scribe began the word. 

  

Srpsd., Dpe 15f. 
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The ending of the preceding e(Kn has undoubtedly caused the diffi- 

culty in the initlal Letter of that word or verb. The perfect could be 

@ confused duplication of this ending while the aorist well represents 

& Kind of haplegraphy in which the combination — K y) KEK — yielded 

to an omission. Hence the total internal evidence favors neither reating. 

The RSV translates the English perfeet “have labored" and this 

mght be @ translation ef the panyrus.! 

96) Gal. eh = TERT: Tek P a oy Ya Ov 

PhS: 77 40 Kevwe jou 

The papyrus reading represents a great simplification of the 

difficulties wrich attend this verse when Ya isv is read.? 

Reading 44° one might simply translate, “and you did not despisa 

ny trial (thom? 2 Core 12:7) in my flesh." The reading of the text 

seems to demand the difficult use of yn @V as an Object. But pere 

haps this very difficulty makes it preferable. Furthermore, fern might 

be a partial duplication of the ending —/<oY , or an intentional 

adaption to the following feov » Still the papyrus reading certainly 

recommends itself. 

97) Gal. kei TEXT: ovdé eSerrvre re 

PhG: (ornitted) 

The omission of the papyrus seems to be a large haplography from 

the similar OUK es 6 vbevaeurewbich precedes. The phrase in the text 

sve me a0 

Tprederick G. Grant, "Textual Criticiem," An Introduction to the 
Revised Standard Version of the Now Testament, edited by Luther Ae 
Weigle (Issued by LOks, 1946), pp. Wor. Here a few peculiarities of 
translation followed by revisers are givens 

  

Spauer, op. Gite, pe 277, sub "Exoutheneo.” 
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may oven have been recorded in the papyrus, far into the margin from the 

end of the line,” and may have eventually teen literally worn off, since 

the following line begins -Té AAA . But this is probably the 

ending of the preceding verhbem-as Sanders has ite It is difficult to 

see in the text any kind of alteration and it strongly suggests itself 

a5 genuine. 

98) Gal. 5:12 THT: pf edov 

PG: “pel 

fhe papyrus is here quite certainly wrong. It represents (1) 

homoicarkton from the Line praceding in which are is in approxinately 

the same line position, and (2) forgetting the word 6 dchoveinen the 

ZollLowing M, Toke Puv—vwas heard or seen. Wor can the text be 

attributed to ayy Kind. of alteration. 

Hoskier would think of x fa as 

an early perpetrated finesse. . . e If Paul (as every one of us 
s0 often unconsclously does) had used it again in verse 12, early 
reviewers may have suppressed it in favor of YD Aov « Other 
wise ws have to attribute it to an error ocullof the scribs, 
which dces not seem probable herde ‘ 

Eut this Latter conclusion does not seom justified for the reason 

already stated. 

99) Gal. 6:12 TRETs (4 y dLwKwV Tt Vv oO ah 

P63 -Y OuwkovTtl ACA KL pons TX” 

Although all three primary unclels support the text, the papyrus 

  

Iganders, Oe Gites Pe 105. 

10;. c. Hoskier, “appendix to an Article on the Chester-Beatty 
Pepyrus of the Pauline Epistles Know as Ph6," (plus "Addenda"), 
The Journal of Theological Studies, (Special print, 1937), Addenda p. 2. 
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has an almost equally wide support in the divided testimony of 

Alexandria, Rome and Bysantiun. 

Robertson says the L Ye with the present indicative (papyrus) 

is a rare construction in the H.f. and is not a classic idiom. 
It occurs only three times in the N. T. Thayer calls ita 
"solecisn" frequent in the eccl. and Byzantium writers. It is 
SO common in late writers as not to. surprise us in the By T. 
ee e « The first two are possible subjunctives. . « « 

tts varity might indeed suggest its originality but it can also be a 

Simple blunder or an adaptation to the indicative in 5:11 (cf. 5, 67, 

and 100). ‘The internal evidence fayora neither reading. 

100) Gal. 6:16 9 mts o- Toe ovTeY 
PG: ———_ Frey 

The MSS. A, CH, D, G, pe. it have the ending —/ourey. 

The papyrus has a typical preference for the subjunctive (cf. h5 

and 67). Neither reading bespeaks a particular originality but it 

would seem that Paul is here speaking of a future certainty rather 

than in the aorist subjunctive (papyrus). The difficulty is, however, 

rather textual than gramatical and the evidence here is inconclusive. 

The HSV probably transletes the Nestle text with "who walk." 

101) Eph. 23 = FEXTs av y fer? wev 

P63 Ad en rev ag BabA, : 

This variation in verbs arose from the preceding nouns. Ths 

scribe of the text has repeated the imediately preceding Ly Ty V while 

the seribe of the papyrus has repeated the preceding é/ €éL . The | 

accusative object (7) yee is) 1s not determinative since €déecy is 

not always followed by the dative (cf. Rone 11¢31=32 and Phil. 2:28). 

  

Mpopertson, op. cite, pps 8lif. )
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The papyrus also omits the preceding /uT0U (ef. 70) reading thus: 
Lydtay qenve 4 The om.esion of WV then, is probably haplography 

from the ending of eZ pelt - But the proximity of the latter noun 

to the verb in question would make a type of dlttography in the verb 

more likely in the text than in the papyrus. The scribe, having just 

finished writing «2 pen »V 1 wore likely to have erred in writing 

My ian 7¢VY than is the scribe of the papyrus, whose source or cause 

ef possible dittography (ede @¢) is further removed! This internal evi-~ 

dence is inconclusive since it favors the verb in the papyrus, but not 

the omission. 

102) Eph. 2:5 ext: 7ek5 ThA TT Jed TeV 

PLS Tie re fa h Tt v 

in the exact parallel in Gol. 2213 the papyrus reads as the text 

above (cf. Rom. 7:2). Hence the pavyrus cannot be an accommodation 

like the text. In the above text the MSS. have suffered much corruption. 

The Claromontanus reads en? Tikes and the Vaticanus adda em Fopbets 

to the text. The former is undoubtedly homoioarkton fron the beginning 

of the chapter and the Vaticanus has repeated its erronecus é WH By nic 65 

in verse 1 (cf. ve 3). The reading of the text also seexs like 

honoLoarkton from the beginning of the chapter. This is indeed a mora 

probable unintentional elteration than might be held against the 

papyrus. It might possibly be a simple abbreviation of the word. The 

following context also favors the pepyrus as does the intrinsic evidence 

on the whole. 

103) Gph. 3:8 TEXT: TeV Tw spo 
? 

Phés TAVTAVY 
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The parallels in verse 2 and in Cole 1:25,29 do not speak of 

Peul as Lyte S$ and it is not very likely that the text represents any 

kind of alteration by reading this adjectivee Tne shorter reading of 

the papyris is probably a simple omission, unintentional, aided by the 

Similar endings of the two wordse 

104) Eph. sll =‘ TEXT: eSwKev 

pusi  dedwaer. CLP™ 
Contrast 95. The parallel in I Cor. 12:28f uses the aorist of 

Ti Z G 7 | fet « The word here used is to be an explicit reference to the 

0. T. neauage quoted in verse 8 above, where the aorist is indisputably 

read. This would seem to favor the reading of the texte But Paul 

certainly might speak of the present result with the perfect as in the 

papyrus (but contrast the use ofed Vit ues in verses 8 and 10). The 

papyrus seems rather to be a type of dittography, though the internal 

evidence is not conclusive. 

The RSV translates "his gifts were" (7). 
> = B l 

105) Ephe 4:23 TEX’: of Vel V COUT O xt ot 

P6s —vbe 33 ot ak bday 

With the divided testimony of Alexandria, Rome, and Antioch the 

papyrus reading is stil! somewhat less widely read than is the texte 

(Cf. 5)e There the imperative form of tle papyrus in the verb 

following seems correct. On this basis it would seem that the infinitive 

) 
(text) is an alteration in conformity with the preceding +<770 — 

ber But » (which is undoubtedly a continuation of verse 22 and 

not a new eentence as translated in the RSV). But the verb in question 

here seems to begin a new sentence, not as in the RSV. As such it was 
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probably imperative in the original. This is at least the more unusual 

reading and is less likely to be an unintentional alteration. 

It is quite possible that the papyrus here has the original in 

Spite of its parallels. 

106) Eph. 4:30 TEXT: Ay Avretre 

Fé: Avwelre 

Tais is an obvious blunder on the part of the papyrus seribe. Not 

only is the omission contrary to Paul's explicit intention, but it is 

immediately apparent that the eye of the scribe saw the ending of the 

previous line (220 d¢ 0% immediately above this word)” and assumed 

that he haa thereby saxrosdy. recorded the negative particle. 

107) Eph. S:h = TEXT: o ev pot WEA Le 

Phi6s Mil 6. 

Much confusion exists in the MSS. in the preceding series concerm- 

ing the use of Q or Ked is The two cases immediately preceding are 

rendered Kell in the papyrus and it is: probable that a careless scribe 

here continued the pattern wrongly. But it ia to be noted that the 

last in a negative series in the preceding verse (77. 4 éoves bod ) is 

correctly preceded by 4 » ond that the text might here be an accommo- 

dation to that established pattern. Hence the internal evidence 

favors neither reading. F : 

108) Eph, 5:5 TEXT: TOD Lpwrres KLe beod 

PL6: To vb £ écv 

The MSS. exhibit much confusion in the content and order of words 

  

Womnders, Ope ‘Gites. pe 9h. 
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in this phrase, but it is.to be noted that none of the great uncials 

vary in their testimony (text). 

In the actuel MSS. the phrase probably appears as 7¢ V Upy Keb bs 

and it is easy to understand the many omissions or duplications that 

wrongly incur from these words. In this case the shorter text of the 

papyrus gees more liable to a false haplographic omission than does 

the longer reading seen liable to seribal polish. Rut the internal 

evidence is not conclusive. 

109) fh. 5:9 © taxms KxO0S ToD Pures 
PhS: W. 7. TE UALTOS Kecce frm. 

While it might be argued that the papyrus presents an intentional 

alteration ( TVS ) after the pattern of Gal. 5:22, it is also a good 

probability that the text presents a false duplication of a word used 

often previous to this phrase. Against the latter possibility it 

may be urged that Kap ros Foo fur osig rather more unique in Pauline 

thought, but in this context the papyrus seems to present a more 

imiediately unusual word, Since a is the subject of Paul's dis- 

cussion. This internal evidence is quite inconclusive, but the use 

of fis TeSdoes indeed seem more meaningful in Paul's present argument. 

110) Eph. 5:17 0 text: To Kup fov 
PL6:2 T. ip Lv 7¢ o 

Further confusion exists in that other MSS read g eou . 

‘K Uptov’, gaid Th. Zain, ‘ought never again be printed in the 
text.' ... No evidence prior to the fourth century can be 
quoted for it. What evidence for it exists, comes from Egypt, 
whence later on the variant spread . « « 3; yet the Esyptian ver- 
sions, borne out by Clement and now also by P46, demonstrate that 
originally it was not read in Egypt either; nor was it in 
Palestine, where Orlgen md later Fathers based christological 
arguaents on the opposite variant. fhe latter is attested from 
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the second century onwards and everywhere from Lyons to Edessa, 
not excepting Alexandria. Under these circumstances to adopt 
the reading KU/<2ov is fides non quaerens intellectum. 
reading | fer7év was apt to stir speculation /among Jews /... .« 
fhe difficulty is removed by reading ‘Tord, ! ch left open the 
reference te the God of the Old Testanent. If the latter reading 
[vw BPLO vi} had been original, no one would have cared to f 
create difficulty by the uncalled for gloss 'Christ.' /{ UP Lov 
then is a (later) ‘Alexandrian! corruption, wien had a very 
limited effect upon the tradition in general. 

fo this criticism of a reading in 1 Cor. 10:9, “untz elsewhere adds 
¢ 

his opinion ot bos and oaeel in the same verse that both are 

early and widespread corruptions. 

A brief glance at these epistles in the papyrus does indeed 
: @ 

show the predominance of dpew TOs e HK TA is rare but is by 

no means absent: Gsgey Bphe 12155173 3:11 (twices)3 hs53 Gal. 53103 

Col. 133,203 Phil. 4:23. 

In the HSS. the forms KP Veoend ku can easily lead to confusion. 
) io Ja 

In the preceding verse 10 the reading EVkp ET Tov Fw K eee is 

indisputably correct. The intrinsic evidence here favors noither 

reading, and it is difficult to see how Zuntz can deny any evidence 

for K UO Coy, prior to the fourth century. The papyrus disproves this 

very "fact." Nor is the addressee of this circular letter of any 

decisive import for the choice of words here since it included both 

peoples. 
/ 4 \ 2 : faire 

111) Eph. 6:12 TERTs Lopes, Tie Tok S eSourers 

rss zee bod Lu8 
a“ 

  

139. Zunts, The Text of the Epistless A Disquisition Upon the 
Corpus Poulinua (Londons Oxfo versity Press, 1955), Pe Lobe 

Unpid., Pe 233. 
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fhis line of script in the papyrus ends with mp0 TAS peo Sess 

and two lines above this the same line-ending is found. This is quite 

certainly homoicteleuton, and Paul is here speaking of the same "princi- 

palities and powers" over which Christ was set in chapter 1:21. 

Hoskier thinks that the scribe's copy could not have contained the 

long reading either (and that this is hardly homoioteleuton), since one 

would. then expect a lecima in the papyrus. But this holds true only 

if the scribe copied "line for line," i.e., that his concern was to 

duplicate the same number of lines, each of the sane length, as in 

his copy. But this copying technique may woll not have been character- 

istic of the papyrus seribe.2> 

Zuntz vrenarks, "The omission of whole classes owing to homoiotel- : 

euton is on outstanding characteristic of P6206 

112) Eph. 6:12 EXT: EY Tols e1re upeV does 

PGs ¢ pruitlid) 

Paul's discussion in 1:20 includes this phrase (also in the 

papyrus), and it might be claimed that the text presents scribal polish 

in, agreement with that pattern (cf. also 1:33 2263 3:10!). This indeed 

seems more probable than thet the scribes of the papyrus has made am 

unintentional alteration here! Tne papyrus is strongly sugzestive of 

a reading of the original! 

213) Eph. 6:21 = TEX?: ei dare KLE wyunets BX eine pon. 

P63) € rae) Q Té F3 

  

uoskter, Ope Cite, pes ly footnote. 
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Tae uncials Aleph, D, @ have a different word order than the text. 

fae real parallel in Col. he? onite this whole phrase (/14...Yael), 
nor are there variant readings there. A similar phrase in Phil. 1:12 

has S é yet but this seems rather far removed. Hence it can hardly 

be said that the text here presents: an accommodation since there is no 

such real parallel. The papyrus bears the onus of a4 blunder or 

cmissicn. 

114) Phil. 1:10 TEXT: et 5 yeepet 
¢ 

a A 

Contrast li, 1, and 59. Here the papyrus doos not exhibit its 

ususi freedom from adding the article in obvious fault, thereby ex- 

pressing an interpretation. The expression does indeed point to a 

particular day, but that day has already been designated previously 

(v. 6) without the article. The papyrus very likely represents a 

faise scribal additicn. 

105) Phil, 12h THRs TOV dipev red bot Heoy. (Db 2 se 
Pl: 72 A. | Keine 1939 (La 

(cf. 26). Soth readings are read at Alexandria, Rome, it 

Antioch, while in addition to this the papyrus is favored with the 

support of Byzantium. 

Nestle's own preference is unsettled ("3"). The words of the 

text are popular and well attested in the Pauline corpus, e.g., Rome. 

9:63 1 Cor. 13:36; 2 Cor. he23 and 1 Thess. 2:13. Although no exact 

parallel exists, 7¢ 20 beo ¥ here seems much like scribal polish and 

an unnecessary addition. The omission can hardly be described as any 

kind of alteration and the only real factor in its disfavor is the lack 
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of support from the great uncials. The total evidence renders a 

decision difficult, but the shorter reading might well be original! 

116) Phil. 1:12 mxt: Hk errucvov Beod 

; Ph6: feod K.e. Euot 

(Gf. Eph. 1:6,12,1) where 00S and 277i voS are always 

and only ascribed to God). The papyrus is probably not en intentional 

alteration, but rather the rosult of writing b 60) first. The 

apparently unfinished sentence then suffered a dittography when 

honolLctsleuton added Eptot » & confusion from the ending of the 

preceding 7 €77 A 4? iu evoe e In any event the papyrus does not 

suggest originality, though it is hardly intentional. 

117) Phil. 1:23 TEXT s re pedadev 

Ph6s (77? yt 

Technically, the omission is an easier fault than ite insertion. 

The seribe of the papyrus perhaps thought that two comparatives were 

enough, and the similar ending of the following Kp eer oY could 

also have aided that omission. It seems unlikely that the text is 

improperly in agreement with the somewhat parallel thought in 2 Cor. 

538. 

118) Phil. 2:7 © TEXT: EV anol peel Lv bad uv 

Pls €. 0. Lvbpurtoy Meio Tart On Cyper Hk 
Amr. 

The patristic evidence, representing Alexandria and Carthage, is 

indeed an impressive array. But such secondary support demands great 

caution. 

The text may be an intentional accommodation to the thourht in 

Heb. 2:17. But this seems rather strained since the word there, although 
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Plural, is certainly oO éA Pots. It seems rather that the papyrus i 

  

ie an accommodation, either intentional or unintentional, to the 

comparison immediately preceding ( SoUAo® ) and/or follouing rf Wp re 

dy Ee 705). But the internal evidence is quite inconclusive. 

Zuntz observes that "readings which dominate [tne surviving uss.] | 

to the practical exclusion of alternative ones may have been minority 

readings in earlier times.. . . a renewed caveat against any attemt 

at settling textual problems by statistical or genealogical mothcds."2/ 

119) Phil. 323 9 TEXT: 77 VE Yratre beov 

PuL6: = WV. 

fhe inclusion of Beet disrupts Paul's triplet (é V) in this verse, 

which, according to the papyrus, does not contain any direct objects 

( beod }. Hence the longer reading is not as smooth. But this 

very irregularity might also urge its originality. However, the text 

rather than the papyrus seems to be a polished accomnodation to the 

sense of beos soe Mow in Rom. 1:9. But the construction there of- 

fers 00 partial support to either. The internal evidence is incon- 

cClusive but seems to favor the papyrus. 

120) Phil. 3:1 ext: ToD Beod év pperri Ly roi 

‘Ph6s é eeu 

Other MSS. add or substitute Kupi@ while D adds this word to   the long reading of the text in what seems to be a combination of all 

variants. 

  

litpid. 2 De 61.  
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Although the longer text might seem to portray interpretive scribal 

polish, there is no real parallel from which a possible pattern might 

be urged. The papyrus therefore bears the onus of being a simple 

blunder. 

121) Phil. 3318 TEXT: Tovs e} Bpovs 

PhG: @ hewerée Tie. 

It is difficult to see an wnintentionsl omission in the text from 

any technical considerations. The papyrus scribe has here continued the 

imperatives of verse 17, and supplias a synonym of THo077* 2 @ which 

is there also coupled with 77 ot Te Tew e The abrupt ending of the: 

sentences (79 v Sees Xe Lv 7o0 ) seems to be somewnat paranthetical 

(--"'98 sind Feinde des Kreuzes Christi"28), rather than a continuation 

fron FEPe TAT OITIV. This abrupt style seems to have compelled 

the intercolation by the seribe of the papyrus. 

122) Phil. ys18 490 THT: Ce Ban evos 

PLG: oO € }. ‘ 

The papyrus is almost certainly a dittography from the initial 

letters of the word following. 

123) Col. 1:12 TEXT s evl wor TT ODVTES 

PhS: Khe E. 

(cf. 2h). Here the papyrus probably impugns iteclt with its unusual 

Liberal use of the copula. But all internal considerations seem incon- 

elusive here. Zuntz calls thie copula a faulty addition’? (ef. h8). 

  

18D, VIII, pe 102. 

192unta, op. cite, pe 0.   
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12h) Col. 1:16 qexe: 72 el V TH 

PL6: 0 TL 

It might be urged that the text duplicates the original Tet TeV TA 

at the beginning of the verse. The papyrus scribe, using oO Fie gate 
. é 

continuing the sentsnce directly from that previous Te WAV TH without 

any reiteration. {cf. Eph. 1:10 and 21 where Paul reiterates}. Rut 

ort can siso bs a confusion fron the following O. Z a The internal 

evidence is therefore inconclusive. 

125) Col. 1:23 TEXT: KLE AF JEETHKL youn evel 

a 33 
(Cf. 2). The comonHdl Jenks probably a more distinctive Pauline 

atyle of separating the negative factors but it might here well represent 

ecribal polish, especially in wien of the preceding participle with Keét . 

But the internal evidence seems wholly inconclusive. 

Although an explicit association on the basis of the copula is 

hardly ascertainable, the RSV seems to translate the papyrus! 

2126) Col. 3:5 TEXT: Erbyptev KLKAV 

PuS: 4G. G 

It may be urged that éme Fy. id can be used in the bad sense of 

the forbidden things, as in Rom. 7:7 (cf. 1 Thess. 2:17 for the good 

senge, without the adjective), even without the adjective, and hence 

the adjective is an unnecessary addition. But such usages are rare 

compared to those in which an adjective defines this word. It is much 

more probable that the papyrus is haplography in which the following 

4 t Ty V was assumed by the seribe to have been his recording 

of KLK WV . 

  
§
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Hoskier finds that the adjective is an important intrinsic necessity 

and does not reckon with its bare usage in the sense of the forbidden. 

Paul would not demand the Brahaministic "killing of ali desire."@0 

127) Gol. 3:16 «omar: vw Beg . 
PMs: 7: Kuplw Keine ph. 

(Gf. 110). It is a very simple and common error to find Bes ana 

Ko confused. The reading of the text suggests an originality in that 

it is more unique, especially in view of the exact parallel in Eph. 

5:19. The papyrus probably represents an accomncdation to that parallel. 

128) Gol. 3:22 TEXT: Tov K Upe ov 

ryor 7. Geov Kore fon vg < 
Rone, Byzantium, and Alexandria tender their divided testimony, 

but this does not constitute a more widespread reading than in the case 

of the toxt. 

(Cf. 127 and 110). Here the papyrus does not have what is often 

said to be the later and erroneous reading. The parallel in Eph. 6:5 

reads 7i) Le ¢7 7 and ascribes an obedience peered fog of = te 

the “Av D Pp LoL . fut this is not a real parallel in construction. 

It may Eiso be urged that the text is less unique in the context of the 

Kip Los Me Th rsaKd and the following Ws TY Huptee The 

ares reading is less likely to be an intentional alteration, but Sy 

and KY can easily create confusion. This renders a decision difficult. 

129) Gol. 322 tm: AOA p erbe 
Phé: Ayu perPe AKeine 6 pus S 

CONCORDIA SEMINARY 
     

*Onoskier, Ope Cite, pe 17.   

  

 



  

iss 7 , 
(Cf. 42). The divided testimony of Alexandria, Byzantium, and Rome 

is a fair, but not superior, geographical distribution. 

The preceding LIT 0 is the apparent cause of the difficulty in 

this verb, and haplography here seems easier than an erroneous duplice- 

tion. The compound verb is somewhat less popular in Paul and the con- 

text seems somevhat more favorable to the stronger accent of the com- 

pound vorb ("to reeeive much more, in return"-- 7- BV Av ru 170 orm , 

These considerations favor the text, but the evidence is inconclusive. 

130) Col. 28 TEXT: prere Te Wepl Up ay 

Pu6r YYW 7. 7 Ue wv C Koint pon Fagag 39 

The testimony of Antioch, Byzantium, and of (divided) Alexandria 

and iiome probably presents a superior distribution for the papyrus. 

The exact parallel in Eph. 6:22 is without doubt correct in read~ 

ing with the text here. Ff the papyrus is correct then it must be 

postulated that Tychicus returned to Paul again--or, at least, sent hin 

the news. In @ personal remark of this nature one would certainly ex- 

pect. to find the very same record in the two letters, and it seems im- 

proper to say that the text is en accommodation to the account in 

Ephesians. I+ seems more probable then that there is 2 type of haplo-= 

graphy in the papyrus (from the article 7-/-) than to accuse the text 

of dittography. Tne person of the pronoun would naturally follow, 

depending on whst form of Y/ ViueKW the seribe had written. 

131) Col. 4:22 qnat: 77emd ure pep ee 

piss remAnpamerol Kemt dion 
- Tae solution is hardly to be considered as a lexical problem since 

the meanings of both words can be "fully assured" or "brought te   
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completion" (i.e. of the will of God in you) «+ Ag usual, the con- 

pounded verb is lens frequently used by Paul, and this passare has no 

veal parallel in Ephesianse The confusion is probably from the simni- 

larity of the syllables in—70(f) of 7] — and one of these was q 

either omitted or duplicated. The infreauency of the compound verb 

slightly favors the readine of the text, but the internal evidence is 

inconclusivee ‘ 

We note this as another example (ef. 127, 130) of special agree- 

ment between the papyrus and the Byzantines--agreenents which are of a 

coubtful integrity. ut Zuntz is inclined to believe that this associa= 

tion often proves that the Byzantines reproduced an older tradition!?* 

Conclusions: Wo less than forty-eight readings peculiar to the 

Bapyrus alone (i.¢e, without the support of B, Aleph, D) clearly 

demonstrates that it represents a tradition that is to a high dezrce, 

its very own. 

Wone of these readings sre adopted in the Nestle text. Although   sone of them Scem intrinsically probable, ? none have been adopted in 

view of the overuhelming lack of external support. Fut the following 

varionts muy be noted especially ass 

&e Careless seribal blunders 8&5, 91, 98, 104, 113, 122, 126. 

  

@lpauer, op. cite, pp. 476f. 

227unte, Ope cite, pe ho 

23Heinrich Scesewan, "Der Chester Beatty Papyrus 46 und der 
Paulus-text des Clemens Alexandrinus," Zeitschrift fuer die Neu- 
Testamentliche Wissenschaft, XXXVI (1937), 91. The author accepts 
tne early judgment that none of the Sonderlesarten, when subjected to 
severe criticism, bespeak a genuine originality. 
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b, Possibly genuine 6, 89, 96, 101, 105, 112, 115, 119, 120. 

c. Characteristically omitting whole clauses 85, 111, 112, 120. 

de Having unusual support of patristic evidence 118. 

€. Showing characteristic preference for uncompounded verbs 129, 131. 

f. Showine characteristic preference for subjunctive (va. future) 

100, cf. hS, 67. 

The ASV translators may have adopted three (95, 10, 125) of these 

readings. 

General considerations reveal that the papyrus frequently has the 

shorter text, not only omitting whole phrases, but also meny articles. 

Hoskier thinks that its apparently deliberate suppression of the article 

might show that the seribe was a Graeco-Latin or a non-Greek-thinking 

man.“ Although this shorter text does not seem to have any special 

association with the Western tradition (as witnessed only by D!), it at 

least reveals an apparent leck of scribal. polish or editorial correction. 

This 1s a legitimate deduction from the Large number of unsupported 

readings.25 Yet it must be conceded that the seribe committed a great 

number of siips or blunders and the many unsdopted papyrus readings 

probably point to a preservation of some old conjectural alterations.“© 

Although Pi6 can be used in assessing the quality of other MSS., 

it seems that readings to which it alone (or almost alone) bears witness 

should await further confirmation. Zuntz holds that such readings should 

"never be accepted wmless their intrinsic quality can stand the severest” 

  

2lijoskier, op. cites pe 18. Cf. also the "Addenda" for a list of 
the "shorter te readines, Pe 2e 

25cr. Sanders, Ope cit, Pe 28. 

26c2. Zunte, op. clt., p. 23. 

   



    

test."27 Bub fev, if any, in the Pauline letters considered stand 

this text. 

  

Qirpide, pe 23s 

   



  

CHAPTER XII 

GEIERAL CONCLUSIONS 

- TABULATION OF RESULTS 

PL6 with Adopted by Further 8 with RSV 
Nestle Adoptions Nestle Adoptions 

Bs D Oy Tie 80% 1 
X28 10 = 13 3-3 100% 1 (2) 
BD 9-19 lk - 10 68% 2 (1) 
ND k= 12 3-8 - 59%, 2 (1) 

3 Lh = 7 h = 33 384 h (2) 
xx h = 10 2-6 60% (1) 

D L- 22 1-21 9% 1 (1) : 
Alons 0 = 8 0 ~ 48 - (3) | 

Parentheses enclose possible adoptions in the HSV. 

From the above table many noteworthy conclusions are apparent. 

Where the MSS. tradition is fluid, there are relatively few 

readings in which the papyrus agrees with the united testimony of all 

three primary unclals. This means that the early textual tradition is 

strongly divided. Considerations of a greater nunber of cases would 

havé undoubtedly increased the adopted readings beyond eighty per cent. 

There are more agreenents between the papyrus and B = D than with 

X - 8. ‘the papyrus_has therefore not only defied definition of the 

Alexandrian tradition as a narrow entity, but has also given a special 

support to Western readings that sre also found in the Vaticanus. Al- 

though the purely Alexandrian combination has the best readings, a 

comparison of the three duplex groups shows that the presence of the 

Sinaiticus witness lowers the number of cases for which the support of 

“the papyrus can be cited. This is also evident when the singular support  
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of the three uncials is observed. Although the readings of the Sinaiticus 

(supported by Pl6) are more trustworthy, they are less common than those 

of P46 = De | 

The relatively high frequency of correspondence between PG = B 

reaffirms the antiquity of the Vaticanus text. But few of these read- 

ings seem genuine and Nestle has almost gone the limit in adopting this 

class. This constitutes a caution against the validity of such readings. 

It is especially the first hand of Aleph that finds support in the 

papyruse Its wcorrected text 1s therefore an early one, but the quality 

of this text might well be distorted in the above percentage since the 

number of cases is small. 

The Western text finds a surprisingly large support in the papyrus. 

Although this indicates the antiquity of many Western readings, very few 

of these readinge seem genuine. 

The great number of readings attested by Pl6 alone reveal a textual 

tradition of its very own. This implies a wider Alexandrian tradition 

in earlier times. Its shorter text in such frequent occurrence indicates 

that it has suffered little from seribal polish and some of its peculiar 

readings might even be genuine. But these should await further 

confirmation. 

In all of the cases that were adopted by us as genuine, the papyrus 

has played a considerable part in effecting the balance of evidence, both 

external and internal. On this basis the Nestle text, which sometimes 

was found to present inadequate (or incorrect!) evidence, cen be consider- 

ably revised. With special attention to the witness of P),6, it is found 

that 13.7 per cent of the total number of wnadopted citations in the 
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Nestle apparatus scem genuine! 

unee the readings selected in this thesis are not cited in 

logical progression from beginning to end, the “further adoptions" 

and "RSV adoptions" are here cited by designated numbers: 

Further adoptions: 2, 3, hy 5, 6, 75 95 10, 16, 17, 21, 2h SUTTHED adoptions 38, in, 56, 87, 59, 6h. a 3 3 3 

RSV adoptions 25 35 (hi), 6, 9, (12), 17, (18), 21, 2h 
mama G5), . be 3s 3 Cea, Ce9)e aly (2) 2 (98), 

A revision of the Nestle text ought to te rerate especially a 

reconsideration of the Western text (D) when it is aligned with B or 

Aleph, but certainly not when it stands alone even though it has the 

Support of the papyrus! Further conclusions in comparing the papyrus with 

the Western text cannot be made, since this must involve the other 

Western MSS, But only one of these has bean given attention in thia 

thesis. 

The RSV, in adopting eleven (possibly 21) of the readings considered, 

has, to a commendable degree, recognized the papyrus and substantiated 

the claim: "We have made considerable use of the Chester Beatty frag- 

ments; in fect we have eonsulted them constantly, and have occasionally 

adopted readings from that source, when supported by others." in these 

letters, £6 should have been only slightly more significant for these 

revisers.~ fais involves a reconsideration of Gal. 1:h(16)3 2:11(57); 

1218(7)3 Ephe 422h(5)53 4232(38)3 6212(10)3 and Gol. 3223(56). But the 

overall recognition of the papyrus testimony has been good. 

  

lp. c. Grant, ope Cite, pp. lf. For a contrary opinion, in which 
it is claimed that has not borne much weight with the revisers cf. 
the thesis, based on 39 readings, by George Krause, The % of 
aeutual Critical Methods and Principles by the Revieion @ in the 

cial noferoncoe to the Fa stiles ubli she: 
Testers Thesis, Concordia Seminary, St. Be rere 1953), pp. 23, 26, 37. 
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